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ABSTRACT

DIVERTOR EXPERIMENTS IN A TOROIDAL PLASMA, WITH
-

ExB DRIFT DUE TO AN APPLIED RADIAL ELECTRIC FIELD                           1

7
Edward Jonathan Strait

Under the supervision of Professor J.C. Sprott.

It is proposed that the ExB drift arising from an externally

applied electric field could be used in a tokamak or other toroidal

magnetic plasma confinement device to remove plasma and impurities

from the region near the wall and reduce the amount of plasma striking

the wall.  This could either augment or replace a conventional mag-

netic field divertor.  Among the possible advantages of this scheme

are easy external control over the rate of removal of plasma, more

rapid removal than the naturally ocurring rate in a magnetic divertor,

and simplification of construction if the magnetic divertor is elimi-

nated.  Results of several related experiments performed in the Wis-

consin Levitated Octupole are presented.

A model based on the plasma's perpendicular dielectric constant

and perpendicular conductivity suggests that such an electric field

applied perpendicular to the magnetic field will be inversely pro-

portional to plasma density, allowing the electric field to penetrate
.

the plasma on the scale length of the density profile.  Experimental

measurements agreed well in spatial dependence with the model, assuming
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that collisions with neutral particles are responsible for. the perpen-

dicular conductivity.  The numerical value of the measured conductivity

was about two orders of magnitude too large, however, implying the

existence of some anomalous process.
.-

In the first    of two divertor exper iments,    ExB    drifts.  were   used

alone, in the absence of any magnetic divertor, to remove the outer

layer of plasma.  The existence of a separatrix dividing diverted and

undiverted ExB drift surfaces was demonstrated.  Despite the localized

nature  of this divertor, plasma flux. to  the  wall was reduced  by  30%  to

50% everywhere  in the machine, with no deleterious effect on confine-

ment of the central plasma.

For the second divertor experiment, a poloidal divertor (without

pump ing chamber) was added.  to the octupole. To simulate a tokamak,

the octupole was then operated with a relat.ively large ratio of tor-

oidal to poloidal magnetic field (q = .7).  When operated conven-

tionally, without applied ExB drift, the divertor reduced plasma

flux to the wall by an order of magnitude or more, consistent. with

simple divertor theory.  Central confinement time was also reduced

as  expected,   due to narrowing  of the available volume. Plasma  flow

to the divertor was measured at .6 of the ion acoustic speed.

Addition of an ExB drift by biasing a divertor ring improved the

divertor action, reducing the plasma flux to the wall by a further

factor of 5, and also reducing the density profile's scale length near

the wall, with little adverse effect on the confinement of the central

plasma.  At low electric field this effect was in reasonable agreement
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with a modification of simple divertor theory which takes into account

the  ExB  drif t. At larger electric field the divertor effect saturated,

which is predicted qualitat ively   by the model    if the electric field    is
.

inversely proportional to density.  Measured plasma flow velocity in             I

the scrape-off zone  far from the divertor was consistent with ExB
-

drift up to at least half the ion acoustic speed, but near the divertor

parallel flow was dominant, evidently due to parallel electric fields.

Application of the electric field did not give rise to any new

instabilities.
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INTRODUCTION

«                  It is the purpose of this thesis to discuss a proposed new method

for reducing impurity concentrations in a tokamak (or other toroidal

magnetic plasma confinement device), and to present results 6f

'4' experiments performed in the Wisconsin Levitated Octupole to test
++

this idea.  Briefly, the ExB/82 drift due to an externally applied

electric field is used to remove a layer of plasma near the wall of

the confinement chamber, thus isolating the wall and the centrally

confined plasma  from each other. .This flow across magnetic field

lines may either be used by itself or combined with a conventional

magnetic divertor, which performs the same function utilizing flow

along field lines.

Chapter 1 supplies the context by describing the need for

divertors, and reviewing experiments and theories for magnetic

divertors.  The ExB divertor is then introduced in Chapter 2, and

some theoretical aspects are discussed, including the modification

of the simple divertor theory of Chapter 1, which predicts the effect

on plasma density near the wall and plasma flux striking the wall.

Some possible limitations of the scheme are also considered.

Chapter 3 describes the hardware of the experiments, including

the octupole and the diagnostics used in it.  Also included is a

description of the poloidal magnetic divertor installed in the

octupole for this project.

Chapter 4 is a slight digression to examine the question of
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whether the electric field required for the ExB divertor can be

applied in the presence of a plasma-,· and just what the resulting

distribution of electric field is.  A theoretical model based on

«

perpendicular conductivity is developed, and dompared to the results

of an experiment in which the electric field is applied by biasing

one of the octupole's internal rings.

Divertor action by ExB drift alone is the simplest case to

consider, and two such experiments·are discussed in Chapter 5.

The first consists simply of the observation of the electric field

induced by the time-changing magnetic field in the octupole and its

divertor-like effect on plasma loss to the wall.  For the second

experiment, the electric fields are applied externally by biasing

one of the octupole's internal rings and a retractable, limiter-like

metal plate installed for this purpose.  The divertor action of this

arrangement is shown in both local and distant measurements of plasma

flux to the wall, plasma density distribution, and other quantities.

Chapter 6 concerns experiments with the poloidal magnetic divertor.

This can be operated either as a purely magnetic divertor or with the

addition of an EXB drift due to the electric field produced by applying

a bias potential to one of the divertor rings.  The effects of these

two modes of operation on the plasma's confinement time, density

profile, distribution of wall losses, flow velocity, and other               -

quantities are compared with each other and with theory.

Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the results and the conclusions to

be drawn, and indicates directions for possible further investigation.
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CHAPTER 1

REVIEW OF DIVERTORS
1

-

-             1.A.  Tokamaks and the Impurity Problem

The harnessing of thermonuclear fusion for cheap, clean electrical

power generation has been a dream of physicists almost since the fusion

A               reaction was first understood.  Although this goal has proved more

elusive than originally anticipated, it has become more desirable than

ever. Resources of fossil fuels and fissionable uranium are limited,

and the hazards of radiation and weapons proliferation associated with

the breeder reactor make it essential to explore the alternative of

controlled fusion. The radiation hazards of the deuterium-tritium fuel

cycle are smaller, and it is hoped that this will be only a stepping

stone on the way to the low-neutron "advanced" fuel cycles such as
3      6         11

D- He, p- Li, or p-  B.

The most promising scheme for the first demonstration of fusion

power production, if not for the long term, is the magnetic plasma

1
confinement device known as the tokamak. This is a toroidal device

with a strong toroidal magnetic field, Bt' provided by external coils,

and a weaker poloidal field, B , provided by a toroidal plasma current.
P

(See Figure 1.1.)  The fuel is ionized, the resulting plasma is confined

away from the walls by the magnetic field, and is heated to fusion

temperatures by the plasma current and various auxiliary heating

4                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         ---
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methods.  Tokamak terminology'which will occasionally be used in this

paper includes the inverse aspect ratio E = a/R, where a is the minor

rad ius   and    R the major radius   of the toroid,    and the "safety factor"

q = aB./RB , which must be greater than unity for gross magnetohydro-
t    P

dynamic stability of the plasma.

Control of impurities is likely to be of vital importance for

fusion reactors.  Impurity ions, particularly heavy ones, can greatly

enhance loss of plasma energy by electron bremsstrahiung (proportional

to the square of the ion charge) and by atomic line radiation (if the

impurity's atomic number is sufficiently high that it is not completely

ionized).  For example, a concentration of as little as .2% of tungsten

at the center of a DT fusion reactor would increase the Lawson neT

& "breakeven" value  by a factor   of 2.5, raise the required ion temperature

by a factor of 2, and make actual ignition impossible under any circum-

2
stances. The problem is reduced for light impurities, which have

lower Z and will be completely ionized, but still only a few percent of

carbon is tolerable.

Neutral impurity atoms entering the plasma are not affected by the

confining magnetic field and may travel partway to the center of the

plasma before being ionized and confined.  After being ionized, if their

concentration is small and their charge state large, they will diffuse

in the direction of increasing plasma density, accumulating at the           _
(

center, where they will do the most harm.  This can be seen from the

expression3 for the flux of species i (e.g., an impurity) due to colli-

sions with species j (e.g., fuel ions), assuming Ti = T  = T and VT = 0:
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Vn. Vn
ir =a a n[ - --] (1.1)

ij              ij   i   i q.n. qiniJJ

where the classical coefficient is 1

1 2-

a      =  1(21Im) 2       qj         inA           ·                                                          (1.2)ij  3 kT 2
3                               ,  n.€ B

J o

with q and n the charge and density of each species, B the magnetic

field, m the reduced mass, and InA the Coulomb logarithm.  In an

axisymmetric toroidal system  a. . is multiplied  by the usual neoclas-
11                                                                    1

4
sical factor.

Many schemes have been proposed to keep tokamak plasmas free of

impurities; one class of such schemes is that of the magnetic divertor,

in which the outermost magnetic field lines are.led out through an

opening  in  the  wall  of  the  main  conf inement chamber. Field lines  are

· divided   into two classes: those  that   stay  in the confinement region,

and those that leave it; the line or surface which divides them is

called the separatrix. The region filled by field lines which lead out

of the confinement chamber to the divertor is often referred to as the

"divertor   zone" or "scrape-off zone." Plasma  near   the wall flows along

the diverted field lines to a differentially pumped external chamber,

thus isolating the plasma and the wall from each other.  The diverted

field lines intersect a conducting plate which neutralizes the plasma

striking it; the plate may be gettered or cooled to cryogenic tempera-

tures to keep neutralized particles from re-entering the plasma.

Divertors are seen as having two functions, which may be difficult
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to accomplish simultaneously. An "unload" divertor is supposed  to
2

remove plasma diffusing out of the confinement region, which would

otherwise strike the wall, causing sputtering of impurities and erosion

of the wall.  In this case rapid removal of plasma, and consequently a

short e-folding length for plasma density in the scrape-off region, are

desired. A "screening" divertor is supposed to remove impurities  that

do leave the wall, before they can reach the center of the plasma.  In

this case a denser plasma in the scrape-off zone is desired to ensure

ionization of the entering impurities.

Divertors rely on thermal flow along field lines to take plasma

Out of the main chamber, and this does not lend itself to easy external

control.  If an electric field were applied by external means in the
++
E>(Bdivertor zone, such that the resulting --2 drift of the plasma had a
B

component   in the direction  of the pumping chamber,   then this would

provide external control over the rate of removal of plasma, and permit

adjustment of plasma density near the wall.  This scheme, with its

advantages and limitations, will be discussed in Chapter 2.

1.B.  Magnetic Divertors

Although not the main subject of this thesis, a brief summary of

conventional divertor experiments and theories is in order.  A much           -

5more comprehensive review can be found in the thesis of A.T. Mense.
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I.B.1.  Experiments

6
The first divertor was proposed by Spitzer  for use in the B-65

stellarator.  This was a toroidal field divertor, in which the toroidal

component of magnetic field is perturbed to accomplish the diversion

(see Figure 1.2).  Use of this divertor reduced central impurity con-

centrations by an order of magnitude and raised the ion temperature by

50% 7

The toroidal field divertor has the disadvantages of destroying          '

axisymmetry and producing a large perturbation of the magnetic field at

the magnetic axis, both of which can enhance plasma loss.  These prob-

lems do not arise in the poloidal field divertor (see Figure 1.2),

which has axisymmetry and a smaller perturbing field at the axis,

especially in the double-null type.  Single-null poloidal divertor

8
experiments have been carried ou€ in the FM-1 spherator  and the JFT-2

9tokamak (DIVA),  and a double-null divertor expe2iment in the T-12

10
tokamak. Large tokamaks with poloidal divertors just beginning

11       12          13
operation or still under construction are PDX, ASDEX,   and JT-4.

The FM-1 divertor received about 80% of the particle loss from the

plasma.  In DIVA, the divertor receives 1/3,of the particle number loss

and 3/4 of the particle energy loss, and radiation loss from the plasma

-                                                    14
is reduced by a factor of 2 or more. The divertor reduces the central

concentration of artificially injected impurities by a factor of 2 to

15
4.    In T-12 the radiation loss was again reduced by a factor of 2.

A third type of divertor is the bundld divertor, in which a small

16.17
bundle of field lines is brought out of the confinement region  '
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(see Figure 1.2).  This has the advantage of being more compact to

construct than a poloidal divertor, while causing little'perturbation

of the central magnetic field.  It destroys the closed flux surface

.4                                                                                                                                    -
3              topology, but in such a way that the consequences for confinement may

not be too serious. Since it does not divert all field lines, its

scrape-off layer is inherently thicker than that of a poloidal divertor,

which may or may not be desirable, depending on the relative importance

of the screening and unload functions.  In the DITE tokamak experi-

18
ment, a bundle divertor receives 60% of the energy loss, reduces

radiated power by a factor of 5 to 8, and appears to prevent artifi-

cially injected impurities 2rom reaching the center of the plasma.

Due to its axisymmetry, the poloidal divertor is.probably the best

understood and most often proposed type.  The discussion below of
1;

theoretical models, and the rest of this chapter, will be restricted to

the poloidal divertor when a specific geometry is required, even though

the adj ective "poloidal"  may  not be mentioned.

1.B.2.  Theoretical Models

The most fundamental quantities to ask from a theoretical model of

a divertor are the distributions of plasma density and plasma flux

found near the wall under the influence of the divertor. Even these are      -

not trivial to estimate, because a divertor is inherently two-dimen-

sional, with very different processes dominating the transport in the

two directions.  However, some insight can be gained from one-dimen-

sional models.
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3                    First, consider the flow along.field lines to the divertor.  A

model based on fluid theory, though grossly simplified, provides some

justification for other assumptions to be made later.  Take the plasma

to be a single fluid; in fact, this will.be an almost purely hydrody-

namic model.  The divertor's scrape-off region is to be thought of as a

channel extending for a distance L in the y-direction, with a fixed

width w in the x-direction and symmetry in the z-direction (see Figure

1.3).  The y-direction corresponds to the direction of the magnetic

field, with y=0 representing a symmetry plane, such as the midplane of

a tokamak with double-null poloidal divertor, and y=L at the divertor

throat, in which case

L=Aa LzE (1.3)
2 B 2 qR

P

with q the tokamak's safety factor.  The x-direction corresponds to

minor radius,  with w being the distance  from the separatrix  to  the  wall.

The fluid is assumed to be uniform across this width.  The equation of

motion for flow in the y-direction is

dv
dn

nm v  --1 - -Vp = -kT - (1.4)
i y dy e dy

if T. < T  and dTe/dy = 0.  The assumption of isothermal electrons isle

likely to be valid since the electron thermal speed is much larger than

the ion acoustic speed, which  will  turn  out   to  be the maximum  flow

speed'.  If the divertor has to take whatever diffuses out of the
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confinement region then there is a flux into the channel of ro every-

where  on  the  side x=0, representing the separatrix. By symmetry  the

flux across the other sides is 0, except for the end y=L which is the

exhaust to the pumping chamber, and the side x=w where it is assumed

also to be 0 since most plasma particles are expected to go to the

divertor.  Then continuity requires

r
0= v ·r=-_2+d(nv)

w    dy    y

nv  =r 2 (1.5)
y    o w

Integrating Eq. (1.4),

lv2=-(2Znn (1.6)
- 2Y s   n0

1

where cs = (kTe/mi)E is the ion acoustic speed, and nQ is the density

at y=0.  Substituting from Eq. (1.5),

c/n
w --s n,/2£n  0 (1.7)v= r    n0

As y increases from 0, n decreases from n , until dy/dn = 0.  This
1           -1    1

occurs when n=n e-T, y= wcsr   n e-2, and v =cs.  This is analo-0 Y

gous to fluid flow in a converging channel or nozzle, except here the

addition of material takes the place of narrowing the channel.  The

flow velocity is limited to the sound speed, and can exceed it only if
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the nozzle's cross-sectional area has a minimum where the velocity

19
reaches the sound speed. Supersonic flow requires the nozzle to

diverge after this point, but the analogous removal of fluid does not

occur in the present model, so v  W c  throughout.  But the Bohm sheath
YS

-                      20
criterion requires the fluid velocity at an absorbing obstacle such

as the divertor's neutralizer plate to be equal to cs' so the above

solution just covers the length of the divertor.  Setting

L = wcsro-ln e-2 gives a characteristic density in the scrape-off zone

of

n o=  < L ' '
(1.8)

Another important conclusion is that the density varies by only a

factor of e-2 = .61 over the length of the scrape-off zone.  If the

flow had been assumed adiabatic rather than isothermal a very similar

solution would result, with only small changes in density and tempera-

ture along the length of the divertor.  Therefore it may not be too

bad an approximation, when examining variations across the width of

the scrape-off zone, to assume that density and temperature are con-

stant along any field line.

Turning next to such a model, the same geometry (Figure 1.3) is

used, with different assumptions.  Now the plasma is assumed uniform

in y and z and variable in x. Transport in the x-direction is by

Fick's law diffusion:
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r  = -Ddn (1.9)
x     1-dx

Plasma is lost to the divertor at y=L, with a flux rd(x).  This process

can be characterized by a parallel confinement time T so that
11'

rd    (x)   =   n (x) L/T (1.10)
11

Two natural possibilities for T are the following:  First, if the
11

velocity at y=L can be specified as cs' as discussed above, then

r (x) = n(x)c , so T   = L/c .  Second, a particle approaching the
d                       s             11             s

divertor may encounter an increasing magnetic field, due either to the

1/R dependence of the main field or to the perturbation required to

create the divertor, and thus be prevented from reaching the divertor

by mirror-trapping.  If most particles are mirror-trapped then T
11

will be the time required for particles to scatter into the loss cone,

21
or the ion collision time T...  However, it has been suggested that

11

since the loss cone is not filled with untrapped·particles (they are

immediately lost to the divertor) the scrape-off region would be sub-

ject to velocity-space instabilities, which can scatter particles into

the loss cone much faster than classical collisions. In this case

T   = L/c  would still be valid.  Experimental measurements from
11      s

22         23                                                             -
FM-1   and DIVA tend to confirm this, showing the flow velocity into

the divertor to be .3 to .5 of c .
S

The continuity equation, in this case applied to slabs of infini-

tesimal thickness in the x-direction, gives
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dr    r (x)xd    ···
0=V·I' = ·dx  +   L

d(D dn) =  n (1.11)
dx idx    T 11

'.

Various forms for D  and T can be inserted to obtain the x-dependence
1     11

of the density.  If D  and T are assumed constant (for instance, Bohm
L 11

diffusion with no temperature gradients) then the general solution is

n(x) = Ale-X/X + A2ex/A (1.12)

where X = /D T (1.13)
1 11

Al. and  A2 are determined by boundary conditions. One reasonable condi-

tion is to assume the plasma flux crossing the separatrix is. a constant

determined by processes in the confined plasma, rather than by what

happens in the divertor:

r (0) = r (1.14)
X 0

For the second condition, we may set A2=0. This amounts- to assuming

n+0 as x+00, which is a reasonable approximation everywhere except near

x ·= ·w as  long  as w is greater than several times  X. This gives

-X/X
(1.15)n(x) =n e0
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where    no = · - = ro,/   
(i.16)

-W/X
Also,   Ex(w) = roe (1.17)

Note that the same n  results if X is substituted for w in Eq. (1.8).

A better boundary condition is n(w)=0.  Then

      sinh 32
n(x) = no cosh  

(1.18)

r
0

and r (w) = (1.19)
X

cosh  

with n  as defined above.  The two solutions for n(x) are nearly equal
0

up to a distance X from the wall at w, and the values for flux

reaching the wall, rx(w), agree within a factor of 2, which is unimpor-

-W/Xtant compared to e .  A density source term due to ionization of

24
neutrals can be added, in which case

9

X   =   1)  T (1-n <CV >T ) (1.20)
-1

1 11 neut e 11

where n is the neutral density and <ave> the electron ionizationneut

rate. Mense5 solves Eq. (1.11) for various forms of D  and Tll; the          -
resulting density profiles, while not always exponential, have scale

lengths still roughly given by Eq. (1.20).

Some two-dimensional theories of divertors have been developed.

4
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Hinton and Hazeltine start by assuming collisional electrons but

collisionless ions in the scrape-off region, and neoclassical diffu-

sion.  Then most ions are kept from reaching the divertor by mirror-

trapping, and T becomes T the time required for ions to scatter
11           ii'

into the loss cone and go to the divertor.  They find

A  =   3.9 _RL (1.21)R

where p is   the ion gyrorad ius evaluated   with the poloidal magnetic
Pi

field, or the banana width.  This can be approximately obtained from

Eq. (1.13), with the banana regime ion diffusion coefficient

D -p2 v and Tll-vi-1. However, ·as pointed out before, T  =T   is not
i pii 11 ii

likely to be true due to microinstabilities.
-\

26
Boozer points out that, although most theories such as the

preceding ones assume equal fluxes of ions and electrons everywhere,

electrons and ions may leave the divertor in different places while

still maintaining charge neutrality, since the diverted field lines

intersect a conducting obstacle.  Allowing this, and using two-fluid

theory with collisional electrons and cold ions, he finds that ions

leave the divertor over a width

A  = p (T ) (1.22)i     i e

the ion gyroradius evaluated at the electron temperature, and this

defines the scrape-off distance.  Due to their more rapid thermal
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speed, most electrons leave the divertor over the much narrower width

L

le - Pe Ze
(1.23)

where Z  is the electron mean free path.  There is evidence for thise                                                                                    -

7.27behavior in several experiments, including the present one (see

Chapters 4.B and 6.B).  However, in a tokamak, Boozer's assumption of

cold ions is not likely to be valid; Ti , Te is expected in the diver-

tor scrape-off zone.

5.28Mense and Emmert have carried out a numerical model which,

while only one-dimensional, is much more detailed than any of the

above.  The model includes particle and energy transport in the core

of the tokamak  as  well  as   in the divertor region. Diffusion   in  the

central plasma is assumed due to trapped particle instabilities, while

the diffusion coefficient in the scrape-off region is taken as Bohm

diffusion multiplied by a numerical factor (- .1) to match the two

diffusion coefficients  at the separatrix. Parallel transport  to  the

divertor is by thermal flow at cs' with electron and ion fluxes equal

everywhere.  The model is applied to the operating parameters of the

29               30conceptual reactors UWMAK-II   and UWMAK-III.

While a complete description of the results is neither possible nor

appropriate here, some of the more important conclusions are these:          -

n, Te' and Ti all drop rapidly in the scrape-off region, with scale

lengths of about 5 cm for n and Te' and 10 cm for Ti (to be compared to

the distance of 50 cm from separatrix to wall).  The more rapid cooling
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of electrons is due to the electrostatic sheath required to equalize

fluxes of ions and electrons at the neutralizer plate, which allows

only the most energetic electrons to reach it.  This rapid removal of

particles and energy by the divertor causes n to decrease by a factor

of 100, and Te and. Ti by 10, fromthe center of the plasma to the

separatrix.

-3The plasma flux reaching the wall is 10 of that leaving the

plasma core, and consequently the greatest source of impurities is

sputtering   from  the  wall  by fast charge-exchange neutrals, originating

near the separatrix.  The slow neutrals responsible for this are those

returning from the divertor, due to an assumption of only 90% efficient

capture of the diverted plasma.  Impurity effects on the plasma are not

included in the model; based on the profiles calculated without impur-

ities it is estimated that 90% of carbon atoms released from the wall

would be ionized before reaching the separatrix, and most of these

would  go   to the divertor before diffusing. across the separatrix.

The question of impurity transport is an important one, however,

since the diffusion up the density gradient mentioned earlier can lead
to a large steady-state concentration at the center of the plasma, even

for a small flux of impurities entering across the separatrix.  In

steady state, with impurity diffusion given by Eq. (1.1), the density

profile of impurity ions of charge Ze is proportional to the density

profile of hydrogen ions raised to the power Z, so that the impurity

31profile is sharply peaked at the center of the plasma. Using this

result, and a divertor· model like that of Eqs. (1.11) to (1.17), the
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steady-state impurity concentration averaged over the density profile

'                                                      32inside the separatrix is estimated as

I  -  2y    TZ   (NH) Z-1 (1.24)
- Ztl TH  nH

Here y is the number of impurity atoms released into the scrape-off

layer from the wall or divertor for each hydrogen ion leaving the

central plasma, so that y depends on sputtering processes at the wall

and in the divertor and on how much plasma reaches each.  TZ and TH

are the parallel confinement times for impurity and hydrogen ions,

respectively in the divertor, and NH/nH is the ratio of central plasma

density to density at the separatrix.  For Mense's density profiles,

even assuming TZ=TH' when the impurity is carbon,

27  102(z-1)
I * Z+1 (1.25)

-6      +3               -11
Requiring I < 3% for carbon gives y < 6x10 for C , and y < lx10

for fully stripped carbon.  Even the first value of y is quite

stringent, and the second is probably impossible.  Mense's values of

-310   of outgoing plasma reaching the wall, and a sputtering coeffi-

cient of 10-2, already give y - 10 5 without even considering other

sources of impruities.  However, if diffusion is due to turbulence          -

1rather than classical collisions between particles, the impurities

and hydrogen ions may have the same diffusion coefficient, in which

case the problem is much less severe.
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All  of the. models. described above provide useful  

insights„  but  all

contain assumptions and simplifications which prevent their being

considered. as. accurate predictions of the behavior of an actual

divertor  in»a reactor.. Ther.e  is. much wor.k still. to  be  done,   both

theoretical and experimental, toward the understanding of transport

and. other processes.  in a divertor.
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CHAPTER 2

-                                THEORY OF ExB DRIFT DIVERTOR

2.A.  Introduction

In the preceding chapter it was seen that the behavior of a

divertor in a tokamak reactor cannot yet be predicted theoretically

with great confidence.  Present divertor experiments show both

reduction of wall loading and screening of incoming impurities, but

probably not to the extent required to meet the stringent requirements

for a steady-state or long-pulse reactor.  We turn now to the subject

of the present work, the suggestion that the ExB drift due to an

externally applied electric field could be used, either alone or in

conjunction with the thermal flow of a conventional divertor, to take

plasma from the scrape-off layer to a remote pumping chamber for

1
disposal.

Figure 2.1 shows, schematically, the physical layout envisioned

for an ExB divertor in a tokamak.  The figure shows the minor cross-

section of a tokxmak, such as UWMAK-III, with a double-null poloidal

divertor.  Added to the picture are radial electric fields in the

region between the separatrix and the wall, with the proper sign so

that ExBt is toward the divertor.  The ExB  component of the drift is

in the symmetry (toroidal)·direction and can be ignored; in a typical

tokamak Bt  > B , so the ExB drift is mainly in the poloidal direction.

I.                                                                                                  -
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One way to apply such an electric field might be to divide the wall

into four segments electrically insulated from each other, as shown,

and to give them alternately positive and negative DC bias potentials

with respect to the central plasma.  The diverted field lines lead to

an external pumping chamber and terminate on a plate where the plasma

1
is   neutralized; the neutralizer plate   is   in good electrical contact

with the plasma, and may be used to provide a reference potential for

biasing the segmented walls.  Alternatively, the neutralizer plate may

be divided into strips extending in the toroidal direction, which

could be held at graded potentials.  Due to the good conduction along

magnetic field lines, the desired electric field could be applied in

this manner.

One could also imagine omitting the magnetic field divertor,

while retaining the slots in the wall, and using only ExB drifts to

remove the outer part of the plasma through the slots.  In this case

the slots would probably have to spiral with the field lines in order

to avoid short-circuiting parallel to field lines across the slots

(Figure 2.2).  The coils required to shape the poloidal magnetic field

for a poloidal divertor increase the cost and complicate the main-

tainance of a tokamak reactor.  If it were possible to perform the

functions of a divertor with ExB drifts alone, this might simplify the

construction of a reactor.                                                   -

If the "unload" function   of the divertor,    that is, reduction   of

plasma flux to the wall, is most important, then the ExB drift can be

made large enough to remove plasma more rapidly than thermal flow, and
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thus prove advantageous.

On the other hand, if, as Mense suggests, the major contribution

to impurity sputtering is due to neutrals rather than plasma particles

bombarding the wall, then the emphasis will likely be on the

"screening" function, ionizing and removing impurities before they can

reach the plasma core.  It has even been suggested that in a poloidal

magnetic divertor  it  may be necessary  to  inj ect cold plasma  onto  the

diverted field lines if the naturally occurring density is not high

enough.2  If ExB drifts alone were·used to remove the outer layer of

plasma, as in Figure 2.2, then the speed of removal could be adjusted

through the· magnitude of the electric field to maintain the desired

density for ionization of impurities.

The· ratio of the thermal speed of impurity ions (Z) to that of
11

hydrogen   ions   (H)   is   (TZ/TH) 2   (mH/mz) 2.      The mass ratio is always   less

than unity, and Mense's model suggests that the temperature ratio is

likely to be .1 or less, so impurity ions. will go to the divertor

considerably slower   than fuel ions.     The ExB drift speed, however,   is

the same to first order for all charged species, so it is proportion-

ately more effective   at removing impurities,    as is desirable   for   a

screening divertor.

If the plasma goes to the divertor' by thermal flow, each ion lost

to the divertor carries an average energy  of   2   kTi.      If an electro.-

static sheath retards the electrons to make the fluxes of electrons

and ions equal, then each electron lost to the divertor carries an

average energy  of3   ( ln(Temi/Time)+2) kTe' or about  6  kTe  if  Te  =  Ti'
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This causes the rapid cooling in the scrape-off region seen in Mense's

moddl.  Particles of all energies have the same ExB drift speed (to

first order) and thus particles taken to the divertor by ExB drift

would each carry an average energy of only 1.5 kT.  If the particle

fluxes are the same for the magnetic field divertor and ExB divertor

cases, the ExB divertor causes less surface cooling of the plasma.

Fluid theory .predicts the rather surprising result that all

plasma -diffusing across a separatrix  such  as the divertor separa rix
in Figure 2.1 is channeled through the poloidal field nulls, or

4
"X-points,"  seen  near the entrances  to the pumping chambers. This

raises the speculation that the density in the scrape-off zone could

be controlled by more localized ExB drifts applied at the X-po ints.

However, surfaces of constant poloidal magnetic flux 4 (see Appendix)

tend to be equipotentials, and if this property is maintained near the

X-point then the electric field is

E     =   · -V$     =      -    11     V lt     =      -    11  27rRB (2.1)
d4        d*     p

This goes to zero at the X-point, which would indicate that it is not

possible to apply a perpendicular electric field at the X-point.  How-

ever, the poloidal connection length along field lines becomes infi-

nite at the separatrix, so near the separatrix magnetic flux surfaces

need not be equipotentials.  The DC electric field distribution is

determined  by V  ·  J =  O (see Chapter 4),  and  in some neighborhood of

the X-point the poloidal component of magnetic field becomes small
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enough that the poloidal component of electric field is determined by

perpendicular rather than parallel conduction.  In such a region

equipotential surfaces deviate from magnetic flux surfaces, allowing a

perpendicular electric field  at the X-point.    The  size  of the neigh-

-             borhood, and of the electric field, depend on the ratio of perpendi-

cular to parallel conductivities,. as well as on the details of the

geometry.

These are some of the possible advantages of an ExB divertor.

There may, however, be limits on the drift velocity and electric

field which can be sustained. These will be discussed later.

The magnitude of electric field required for this scheme can be

estimated as follows:  if the speed of parallel flow in a poloidal

divertor is v  (where probably vo S cs)' then the poloidal component

of this flow is v B /B.  The poloidal component of ExB drift is
OP

2

EBt/B ,so the condition for the ·ExB drift to make an appreciable

contribution to the flow toward the divertor is

.        EB                            '                B

t > V -2 (2.2)
82

- o B

or, since Bt  > B , approximately
P.

E>v B (2.3)
-  O p

For B  =5 k G and deuterium at 1 keV this gives E , 103 V/cm, but for
P

carbon at 100 eV it gives E 2 140 V/cm, a not unreasonable magnitude.
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2.B.  Comparison to Similar Proposals

5
Somewhat similar ideas  have been proposed by others. Braginskii

suggests using a segmented limiter biased at graded potentials,            -

similar to the segmented neutralizer plate mentioned above, to apply

an ExB drift, which could cause the outer edge of the plasma to rotate

fast enough to expel impurities by centrifugal force, reversing their

tendency to diffuse toward larger plasma density. Expulsion of
· '                                                 6

impurities by centrifugal force is also suggested by Lehnert  and

7                                                  '
Consoli. The latter paper also suggests using ExB drifts to guide

the outer layer of plasma away from the confinement region, somewhat

in the manner of Figure 2.2.

A brief digression seems worthwhile to discuss the expulsion of

impurities by centrifugal force.  Qualitatively, if the plasma rotates

due to an ExB drift (in the present case, in the poloidal direction)

then the centrifugal force causes an apparent additional radial force

outward on the ions, proportional to their mass.  This in turn modi-

fies their poloidal drift speed, so that species of different mass

drift at different speeds.  In the fluid picture, a frictional force

between species results, with the proper sign, when crossed with B,

to give the heavier species an outward drift.  Kinetic theory gives

6
the modification of Eq. (1.1):

Vn Vn

r     =  a     {[-1- -i-l  _  (_i _ _ ) _  (8) _  (2.4)
mi  1  E 2 1

ij   ij  qjnj  qini ... qj  qi r kT

-
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where r is the radius of rotation, the minor radius in this Ease.  The

centrifugal force term makei a significhnt contribution toward

expelling impurities if

Vn

mi 1 (E) 2 1 , -1-
q i r  B  k T-a n.j. j

or (2.5)

E 2  ' voB

wher.e v  is the thermal speed of the impurity.  This is greater than
11

the    condition    of    Eq.     (2.3)     by a factor    of    Z 28/8       -    lOZE    for    typical
P

tokamak parameters.  Hence the expulsion of impurities requires

electric fields at least an order of magnitude larger than the ExB

divertor, a possible disadvantage. Also, therefore, centrifugal force

will not play an important part in the ExB divertor schemes.

2.C.  Single particle Orbits

We now examine in a little more detail the motion of a single

particle under the influence   of   such a radial electric   f ield.      The

combined curvature and VB drifts due to the 1/R dependence of the

magnetic field are, for an average particle,

+m 2 2  Ixf     ./.2kT- 2 (2.6)- - (V  +2v   ) --- - -VB q 1 11 B  m R

.
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where p is the gyroradius. Using Eq. (2.3) above, the ratio of ExB

drift speed to curvature and VB drift speed is

\

v   v B /B
E      op     = &  2. =la (2.7)

vB - voP/R PB qp

where, in this equation only, q denotes the tokamak safety factor.

The ratio of minor radius to ion gyroradius for a tokamak reactor is

in the range 102 to 103, so the applied ExB drift will be much larger

than the drift due to inhomogeneity of the magnetic field, which can

consequently be ignored hereafter.

If a particle moves from a region of no electric field (such as

the midplane in Figure 2.1) to a region of electric field, it will

undergo a polarization drift given by

+ ml d 
(2.8)--'r = q 82 dt

If E is given by Eq. (2.3), then the radial displacment of the

particle's guiding center is

B
mE

(2.9)Ar = fv dt =2- p · 2
r qB

The radial displacement is smaller then a gyroradius and much smaller

than a banana width, and consequently can be neglected.

The ExB drift will have the effect of taking some particles to

the divertor which would otherwise be prevented from reaching it by

'.
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mirror trapping.       If a particle starts   out    (say,   near' the midplane)

with parallel velocity v and perpendicular velocity v at a
110 10

-              magnetic field B , then its (adiabatically invariant) magnetic moment
2is U = mv  /28.  The equations of motion parallel and perpendicular to

1
field lines are

dv
11                                                  (2.1Oa)m -dt  = -1.1VllB

and

E

1 - vE = 8
(2.1Ob)

A tokamak can be roughly approximated by assuming that VB is constant

but  makes an angle   Tr-a  with  the field lines. This corresponds  to  VB

pointing in the poloidal direction, with tana = B /Bt.  Curvature of

field lines is ignored.  Integrating Eqs. (2.10), the net poloidal

drift velocity is found to be

21
vp = f[(vEcosapvllosina)    m     o2  - 20(B-B  ) sin a] 2 (2.11)

If  M  is the mirror ratio, or maximum value  of  B/B ,   then the particle

is not trapped if

(vEcota+illo) 2   >  V.102
(M-1) (2.12)
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The loss cone has been shifted by an amount vEcota = E/B , and if E/B P

is an appreciable fraction of the thermal speed, as suggested by

Eq. (2.3), then a large fraction of the particles that previously fell

outside the loss cone now fall inside and can reach the divertor

(Figure 2.3).  The ExB drift may in addition shift the center of the

distribution function in the
v_L

direction by vE' but this is less

important than the shift of the loss cone by the factor cota.

Ignoring this small correction, the fraction of trapped particles for
1

a Maxwellian distribution is reduced   from  ft  =   ( (M-1) /M) 2   to

2   2
1 1 v  cot am E

ft  =  (il -) 2  exp(- ·2kT          M ) (2.13)

1                     1  -1/M.

If vEcota = E/B  = (2kT/m)2, then ft = ((M-1)/M)2 eP .

At first glance this conclusion may appear to violate conserva-

1     2
tion of energy. The kinetic energy  of the particle  is  UB  +  2mv11   '

and now the particle is found at larger values of.WB than at its
+

turning point   (v    =0)   in the absence  of ExB drift.    Yet  B  can  do  no
11

work on the particle, and E is perpendicular to both the parallel

motion and the ExB drift motion, and thus apparently can do no work

on the particle (averaged over a cyclotron period).  However, note

that the magnetic field gradient also induces a drift

+    11 BXVB (2.14)
VVB " ii -82

+
This has a component parallel to E, so the electric field does work on
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the particle at a rate

++
+ + + BxVB ExB

qE      0      vVB      =     11 E      •     -· 2    ··   =     11 VB       •      82
(2.15)

which is just the rate at which the particle gains extra UB kinetic

energy  due  to the component  of ExB drift parallel  to VB. Therefore

energy is conserved.

2.D.  Density Profiles

Next, we consider the effect of the ExB drift on the density

profile. The model of Eq. (1.11) must be modified by the addition of

the poloidal component of the ExB drift:

d          dn          n          n
32 (D-ljix) = T_  + _ (2.16)

11    TE

1                                1where T  =L/v  = -TraB/E, and T   =L /v = -'IraB/v  B . AssumingE l E 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 11 p

D  and T to be constant, there are two cases which are natural to
1          11

examine: E constant and E inversely proportional to n.. The second
.

. . .

form for E is expected to be more realistic, being derivable from

either the low-frequency dielectric constant or perpendicular con-

duttivity, as will be discussed in Chapter 4.

i)   E  constant                            '                                                   '                ''

The  solution is exactly  the  same  as' that given  by  Egs.  -(1.12)   to

(1.19), making everywhere the substitution
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1 1 Ij  Tll
1   +   A -   =   .4    (_1   +  _)-      =   4       1   +   T

(2.17)

1 Tll TE              E

The fraction of plasma flux reaching the wall is

-E X+  11r(wl = e-w/A' =e  A        E                             (2.18)
0

which can be controlled through TE by altering E.

ii)E=En /n
00

Letting

,r aB ir aB _ILT (2.19)TE =-2£=2En  n-n   Eo
0 0      0

Eq. (1.11) becomes

D d20 =n- + no- (2.20)1 2 T  Tdx     11    Eo

which has the general solution

T
-X/X X/X 11

n(x) = A e
+Ae -n - (2.21)2       0 T

Eo

with A the same as before.  Al and A2 are again determined from the

boundary conditions.  For the first boundary condition we can again

use Eq. (1.14).  The sedond boundary condition is much more important

than before, and less straightforward.  n(w) = 0 will no longer do,
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'since  this   leads   to   an inf inite electric' field  at   the  wall,   and   an

infinite ·potential drop between  the  wall  .and any point in,the plasma.

-                     The density could be -held constant at some small but non-zero value

at  the wall, -'but -since 'this -is where -the electric field is largest

the   solution will depend .strongly   on the particular value chosen.      A

better answer 'may be to assume that the plasma strikes the wall at a

fixed velocity vw' giving the boundary condition

n(w) = r(w) (2.22)

The solution will still depend strongly on the value of v ' but there

maybe better physical reasons for picking a particular value .     'For

instance, ions whose guiding centers ·diffuse to within a gyroradius of

:the -wall ·may then strike  the  wall  at the thermal speed, rather  than  at

a speea determined by diffusion. 'The resulting solution is complex

'enough  to -make Itt worthwhile -to introduce the following scaling:

E = TAK

W

n.=.r
3

E. =  Tll (T       as  defined   in  Eq.   (2.19)Eo
Eo

r
w  = .-2_           (n   as  defined   in   Eq.    (1.16))

novw

n(x)\1(5) = --R-                 ..                     '.
0
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dv   r(x)
Y CE)  =  -  35  =  --r '

Then Eq. 2.20 becomes               ',·      

2
d v-=·v + e                                                   (2.23)
dE

2                                                                                -

with boundary conditions y(O) '= 1 and v(n) = Y(n)8. ·  The solution for

the density profile is

V(E) = (2.24)ocosh(n-E) + sinh(n-E) + EcoshE -Ewginhn + coshn

' and the values at the boundaries ar'e

v.(0) =
(ca-e)coshn + (1-€cu) sinhn +· E

wsinhn + coshn

(2.25)

v(n) 1 - Esinhn
Y (h) = -E-- = cosinhn + coshn

When E=O (no ExB drift) the earlier solutions given in Eqs. (1.15) and

(1.18) for n(x + co) = 0 and n(w)=0 are recovered for (0=1 and (0=0,

respectively.

The relation of the electric field to € and T   is not as simple
Eo

as Eq. (2.19 )might make it appear.  If the electric field is applied by

biasing wall segments or other electrodes, then the externally con-

trollable quantity will be 0, the potential difference between the

(W
separatrix  and  the  wall .     But  for a given  E  or  E   ,·0  =  -  J   E  dx  also

0
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depends   on the shape   of the density   pro f ile. Theref ore the procedure

to be followed must be to pick a value of E, calculate the density

profile and any other quantities of interest, and then perform the

integration to find the corresponding value of 0.  To do this in terms

of the scaled variables, define

X = - -T   =
-111 (2.26)wBL 11 -

1 TE

where TE is the constant value TE would have for a uniform electric .

field with the same potential difference.  Then X is calculated by

E fn dE
X = fi- j o =T (2.27)

The integral can be performed numerically.

It now remains only to choose some values for n, 8, and €, and

calculate some representative results.  In the UWMAK studies n is

typically 5 to 10; we will use n = 5.  If T   = L/cs' then11
-3

0 = (A/L)(cs/vw).  If vw = cs' then for UWMAK-III values w - 10

However, cs represents the sound speed near the separatrix where most

particles reaching the divertor by thermal flow originate, but v  is

at most the thermal speed at the wall, which may be lower by an order

2of magnitude or more, giving co 2 10

Figure 2.4 shows y(n), the fraction of flux reaching the wall, as

a function of X, the normalized p6tential difference between the
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separatrix and the wall, for various values of cd.  For comparison, two

cases with uniform electric field are also plotted.  The unload per-

-1
formance is worse for the cases where E x n  , and among these is

worse for decreasing Go which corresponds to decreasing density at the

wall, because the ExB drift is more localized at the wall, where there

is less plasma for it to remove.

As the electric field is increased, the density ia lowered

proportionately more near the wall than near the separatrix, which

in turn causes the electric field to be even more concentrated near

the  wall; the electric field   "digs   a   hole" for itself   at   the   wall.

This is the reason the curves in Figure 2.4 become flatter at large X,

and can be seen explicitly.in Figure 2.5, where density profiles are

plotted for several values of X.  The case of w=1 was chosen for

ease of viewing; for smaller m the effect is similar but more local-

ized at the wall.  A uniform electric field case is again plotted for

comparison.

The solution above cannot-be taken to the limit T +   oo    (d ivertor11

action by ExB.drift only) since the differential equation changes form

and the scaling by X can no longer be defined.  The solution for n(x)

becomes a parabola, and the integration to find 0 can be performed

analytically.  The solutions are easy to obtain but will not be given

here; the behavior with respect to the electric field is qualitatively      =

the same as described above.

The extreme concentration of the electric field near the wall is

a drawback,in that it requires much larger potential differences than
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the uniform electric field case for the same reduction of wall flux.

It also means that impurity atoms sputtered from the wall are more

likely to pass the region of greatest ExB drift before they are

ionized.  However, for a comparable reduction of wall flux, the ExB

drift makes' a much smaller change  in the total number of particles

between the separatrix and the wall than does the uniform electric

field case (or any other method of reducing X uniformly).  For example,

even in the w=1 case, a factor of 10 decrease in the wall flux is

accompanied by a 5% decrease in integrated density from separatrix to

-1wall for the E o n case, and a decrease of over 50% for the uniform

electric field case.  Thus the ExB drift, in the more realistic case,

has the advantage of reducing the wall loading with little degradation

of the screening action of the divertor.

However, the extreme concentration of the electric field at the

-1wall if E 9 n may limit the effectiveness of the ExB divertor for

other reasons.  It results in very high electric fields and drift

speeds near the wall, and also large shears in the drift speed.  The

reasons for expecting this dependence of the electric field, and a

possible upper limit on the magnitude of the electric field, will be

discussed in Chapter 4.  The limitations on the drift speed and its

shear will be discussed next.

2.E.  Shock Limitation of Drift Speed

It was mentioned earlier, when considering single-particle orbits,
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that if the magnetic field increases along the path to the divertor

some particles will be mirror confined and prevented from reaching the

divertor, a situation which could be helped by the application of an

ExB drift.  However, when the collective effects of a plasma are

considered the situation is quite different, as shown in a paper by

8
Hazeltine, Lee, and Rosenbluth. Applying single-fluid equations to a

tokamak plasma with poloidal rotation, they show that as the plasma

moves toward smaller major radius, and encounters a larger magnetic

field not accompanied by a proportional increase in radial electric

field, its poloidal velocity actually increases and density decreases,

due to pressure effects.  This disturbance can propagate along field

lines at the sound speed, but due to axisymmetry only the poloidal

component is important; the disturbance can propagate in the poloidal

direction at a speed c B /B.  They find that when the largest fluidSP
velocity in the plasma reaches this "effective sound speed" a weak

shock forms, and dissipative processes in the shock tend to keep the

fluid velocity from increasing further.

A similar effect may occur  in a divertor.     If the exits  to  the

divertor are located toward the major axis of the toroid for the sake

of the favorable "D" shape,    as in Figure   2.1, then plasma headed   for

the divertor from much of the scrapeoff region will encounter in-

creasing magnetic field, and the poloidal component of the flow may         -

be limited to c B /B.  This is, in fact, the velocity already predictedSP
for thermal flow limited by an electrostatic sheath at the neutralizer

plate.  If the actual velocity of thermal flow is some fraction of
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this,. as indicated in the FM-1 and DIVA experiments, then an applied

ExB drift may provide some improvement while still being limited to

the effective sound speed.  Possibly this problem could be minimized

by careful shaping of the divertor's magnetic field to reduce the

size of the magnetic hill.

2.F. Instabilities

A question which must be asked is whether the addition of an

externally applied ExB drift gives rise to any new instabilities in

the plasma, which might enhance the radial transport in the divertor

region, thus defeating the purpose.  A plasma with a uniform ExB drift

is  clearly  not   subj ect   to  any new instability, since   in the frame  of

reference moving with the plasma the electric field vanishes and

everything looks the same as with no ExB drift.  Nevertheless, there

are at least  two  ways  for the drift to cause instabilities.

The  f irst is known  as the "neutral drag" instability.    Any

neutrals which are present do not move with the ExB drift.  In the

. typical high magnetic field limit where

co  T >> W T >> 1 (2.28)
ce e Ci i

-               with Te i being the neutral collision times and 0   . the cyclotronCe,1

frequencies, the ions will drift slightly slower than the electrons

due to the drag force of neutral collisions, the net drift speed in
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the ExB direction being given by 

vE    -      (1    - ((OcT)-2) (2.29)

In the presence of a density gradient, when the equilibrium density is

perturbed this differential drift leads to a separation of charge; if

the charge separation has the proper sign the resulting perturbed ExB

drift will increase the perturbation, leading to an instability.  To

+ +
obtain the proper sign for instability, E • Vn must be positive.  This

is very similar to the flute modes caused by charge separation due to

curvature drift in a magnetic field with "bad curvature;" in fact, the

most unstable modes of the neutral drag instability are flute modes             {

with k = 0, where k is the component of the wave vector parallel
11             11

I0
to B. If the electric field has the right sign for instability, and

if k = 0, then a mode with wave number k  in the ExB direction is11                                                                      1
10

unstable if

kT kT  w  T
2 n i+ e Ci i

E 2 k - (2.30)
1 Vn e CO T

c.e e

The least stable modes are those with small k .  Even if Vn/n is taken1
as a lower limit to k , the electric field which can produce an1
instability may be quite small due to assumption Eq. (2.28). This          -

process could be important in a divertor if there are large numbers of

neutrals entering the plasma from the wall or backstreaming from the

pump ing chamber.        It    is interesting    to   note    that    if the cross-field
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d.iffusion .is due to neutral collisions as well', the amoipolar electric

field point.s in the stable direction; instability can only result from

an externally applied electric field.

The second type of instability which can be caused by an ExB

drift occurs  when the drift  is not uniform  but  has a shear,   due .to  a

non-uniform electric field, for example.     This is called the "Kelvin-

Helmholtz" instability, by analogy with the well-known hydrodynamic

instability  in a fluid with velocity shear  and a density gradient.    The

usual example of this is a fluid stabilized by gravity, such as the

ocean.  An energy criterion often quoted for stability of such fluid

11.12
is  '

J- =  -  i * (dlt) 2,  
(2.31)

p ·dz  dz

where g is the gr.avitational acceleration, p is the mass density, U is

the horizontal velocity, z is the vertical co-ordinate, and J is known

as the Richardson number.  In a plasma, however, gravitation is usually

t· negligible compared with other forces, and velocities are so large that

J = 0 in any event, so the behavior of the instability must be examined

in more detail.
. -

The density gradient in Eq. (2.31) was to provide a restoring

force through · gravity;   in the absence of gravity the density gradient

can be omitted from the discussion, and the unperturbed plasma will be

assumed uniform except for the drift velocity.

First, conhider the case where'the fluid velocity jumps from 0 to

i. ,    - ,

».2
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+
v  across a sharp boundary.  In the absence of a magnetic field, all0

+  12
modes are unstable for any non-zero value of v . If the plasma is

0

in   a magnetic field   B, then stretching   of   f ield lines furnishes   a

13
restoring force, and the mode is stable if

1+         + k ·    < 2lk · vA| (2.32)

+      1+
where vA = (W m n )2 B is the Alfvdn velocity.  Stability depends onlyO i o

on the direction of k, and not on its magnitude, though in the unstable

14       +
case. the growth rate is proportional to k. When k is perpendicular

+ +
to B, all wavelengths are unstable unless vQ is parallel to B; this is

just an interchange mode, with the same properties as if there were no

+ +
B.  In fact, if v  is perpendicular to B, it is identical to the hydro-

dynamic mode.

Next, consider the more realistic case where the fluid velocity
+

changes linearly from -v  to +v  through a layer of thickness 2d, and
+

is constant outside the layer.  For the least stable modes where k and

+                            13
v  are both perpendicular to B, the dispersion relation is

(0 2 2    -41<d                                           r

(2 Z)  = (1-2 kd) -e (2.33)

0

where w  = v /d.  Although the dispersion relation above was derived        _

using Ex B drifts, since it is an interchange mode the identical dis-

12                        -
persion relation is found in the hydrodynamic case. Modes with

kd > .64 are stable; the most unstable mode occurs at kd = .40 with a
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+
growth rate of .20 w .  If v  is allowed to have a component parallel0 0

+
to B, theminimum k for stability increases but the growth rates of

14the unstable modes· decrease.

So far, only the case of incompressible plasma has been consid.

ered.  If the plasma is allowed to be compressible, in the absence of

B both the minimum k for stability and the growth rates of the unstable

modes are reduced.  But now the case with a perpendicular B is dif-

ferent from the hydrodynamic case, and tends to return to the incom-

14pressible case, since  ExB  flow is· incompressible.

The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is probably not a serious problem

for an EXB divertor. The drift velocities involved are so much less

+
than the Alfvdn velocity that any mode with a component of k in the

+ +
direction of B will be stable.  The modes with k perpendicular to B

are unstable. only for wavelengths.of the order of the thickness of the

shear layer or greater, and long wavelengths are more easily stabi-

lized by other effects such as magnetic field shear, line-tying at the

divertor's neutralizer plate, or the presence of a nearby vacuum tank

wall.  In fact, if the derivation of Eq. (2.33) given in reference

(13) is modified to include a conducting boundary parallel to the

shear layer and a distance b outside the surface of the layer, the

dispersion relation becomes

-4kd -kb

(2  w ) 2  +  (2   )(1  -  e         )e0

(2.34)

2 -4kd -4kd -2kb= (1 - 2kd)  - e - (1 - 4kd - e    )e
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If the discriminant is evaluated numerically, it is found that all k

are stable for b S 2d, which could easily hold in a divertor scrape-

off layer.
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Fig. 2.1 - ExB. divertor with magnetic divertor: shown is minor

cross-section of tokamak with double poloidal null

divertor.  Radial electric field (arrows) applied by

biased wall segments results in ExBt drift (double

arrows) toward pumping chambers.
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lines. Radial electric field (arrows) applied by biased

wall segments results in ExBt drift (double arrows)

-                        toward pumping chambers.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL 'APPARATUS

3.A.  OctupoIe

1
Multipoles provide stable plasma confinement  in a closed,  axi-

symmetric geometry, without the need for a plasma current and the

instabilities which may accompany it.  They have a large region of

low magnetic field, which can greatly reduce the energy loss due to

synchrotron radiation  from the plasma, as emphasized  by  J.  Tuck  in  the

2
early days of cusps. This makes them attractive fdr reactors using

3-6
the high-temperature "advanced" fuel cycles. These advantages are

offset by the drawback of having conductors embedded in the plasma,

with the attendant problems of levitation and cooling; and the neutron

damage problem is severe enough that multipoles are probably feasible

as reactors only for neutron-free advanced fuel cycles.  Nevertheless,

due to their good confinement properties, multipoles have been valu-

able for a wide range of plasma experiments.
78

The Wisconsin Levitated Toroidal Octupole '  and its confinement

9                                10
properties  have been discussed elsewhere,   and only a brief descrip-

tion of the machine will be given here. The machine .itself is shown

in Figure 3.1, and Table 3.1 gives some of its important parameters.

The poloidal magnetic field is produced  by four internal rings, which

are inductively driven, and the toroidal field is due to a poloidal

i
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current   in the vacuum  tank  wall.     The two field strength s are indepen-

dently variable.  When the machine is pulsed they rise sinusoidally to

peak value in about 21 msec, and are then crowbarred, with a decay time

of about 70 msec.  The hoop supports, which act as obstacles for the

plasma, can be withdrawn pneumatically during the machine pulse,

11
momentarily levitating the hoops. The supports take about 20 msec

to withdraw, remain out for 20 msec and take another 20 msec to return.

Titanium gettering and a liquid helium cryopanel maintain the base

pressure at 2x10-8 Torr or better.

Figure 3.2 is a minor cross-section of the toroid, showing

12
computer-calculated poloidal magnetic field lines, plotted for 25

msec after the beginning of the pulse.  These lines are contours of ,·

constant magnetic flux 4, labeled in units of Dories (see Appendix).

The dashed lines (4 = 5.62 and 5.66) are the separatrices, dividing

field lines into three classes:  private field lines which link a

single hoop, a small class of semi-private field lines which link two

hoops, and common field lines which link all four hoops. (Since the

separatrices are so close together they are often spoken of in the

singular, as if there were a completely degenerate octupole field null

at the minor   axis and hence a single separatrix.)         B-ldl  has  a

maximum at a separatrix (in fact, it becomes infinite), so density pro-

files peaked at the separatrix are stable against interchange insta-

13
bilities. Under the definition of * in the Appendix, it can be

shown   that       B-ldl   = V'(9), where   V'(4) d4   is the volume enclosed   be-

tween surfaces 4 and 4 + d9.  Therefore the great majority of the
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particles in the machine are confined near the separatrix.  The dot-

dash line  (*   = 7.80)  is a minimum of  B-ldl,  knowi as tha critical

field line, outside of which the plasma is unstable.

Figure 3.3 shows the corresponding countours of maghetic field

strength   |B| . The units are kilogauss  at the design value  of   .63

Webers in the transformer core at peak field. (It should be noted

14
that the measured value for maximum core flux is .72 Webers.  )

3.B.  Poloidal Divertor

In November, 1977, three small hoops were added to the octupole,

to give the capabilities of creating a divertor-like magnetic field

configuration near the wall (although without an external chamber and

differential pumping), and of applying radial electric fields near the

divertor.  They are driven directly by their own capacitor bank, and

some of the important parameters of the hoops and bank are shown in

Table 3.2.  In order to restrict to manageable levels the mechanical

and thermal stresses on the hoops, and the size of the capacitor bank,

the divertor was designed to operate only at poloidal fields corres-

ponding to 1 kV or less on the main capacitor bank.

The location and dimensions of the hoops are shown in Figure 3.4.

They are located almost exactly midway between the radii of the inner

-              main hoops and the midcylinder, in order to be as close as possible to

the midcylinder, where the main field is low and 4 is far from the
crit

wall, but without interfering with the microwave interferometer
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mirrors or other features on the midcylinder.  When not energized,

they are designed to just touch 4 .  Also shown are the path taken
crit

by a probe inserted in a port drilled for the divertor, and a simpli-

fied outline of a support structure, of which there are twelve, evenly

spaced.

Each hoop consists  of  type 316 stainless steel tubing,   7/8"  O.D.

and 1/16" wall, containing seven turns of #6 copper wire.  Each hoop

has two sidearms proj ecting through the vacuum  wall:   one to admit

cooling air, and one for current leads and air exhaust.  The exhaust

temperature is monitored with a thermocouple to avoid melting of the

insulation inside.

Due to their small minor diameters, the L/R time of the hoops is

short and they act mainly as a resistive load on the capacitor bank.

The three hoops can be connected in a number of ways, the most inter-

esting of which.consist of simply driving a current in the middle

hoop in the same direction as that of the main hoops, (referred to

hereafter as the 1-hoop or single hoop configuration), or also allow-

ing half the current to return in the opposite direction in each of the

other two hoops (3-hoop or triplet configuration).  The 3-hoop con-

figuration can easily be achieved by a series-parallel connection of

the windings:

+ I/2
 /\/\ 

1     r,  I + '/V\A
+ I/2

· AN
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For the flux plots (discussed later) and inductance calcula-

tions, several approximations were made.  Since the current is dis-

tributed through seven turns of wire, it was assumed that the current

density was uniform throughout the interior of the hoop, giving the

same field outside the conductor as a filament current at the hoop's

minor axis.  The stainless shells do link the transformer core, but

their small cross-section and large resistivity combine to give them

large resistances and L/R times of less than 1 msec, so currents in

them can be ignored.  On the other hand, for the risetime of the

divertor current,   the skin depth  in the nearby aluminum  lid   is  on  the

order of 1 cm or less, so the lid has been assumed to be supercon-

ducting, which permits the magnetic fields to be easily calculated

using image currents in the lid.  Toroidal effects were ignored and

the fields were calculated as if for straight rods.  Two factors con-

tribute to the validity of this:  First, toroidal effects in the field

of a single hoop are of order r/R, where R is the major radius of the

hoop and.r is the distance from its minor axis, and r/R S .1 for the

flux plots to be shown below.  Second, note that the far field from a

rod with an image in a superconducting wall falls off inversely as the

square, rather than the first power, of the distance.  Therefore the

incremental contribution to the field at a distance r from a circular

hoop separated by a distance d from a superconducting wall, due to a

point far away on the hoop where the curvature begins to become

noticeable, will be reduced in a similar way as long as r << R and

d << R, making toroidal effects even less important. (In the triplet
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configuration, the far field falls off even faster.)  Image currents

in other wall surfaces and in the octupole hoops have been neglected

since their far field will be small for the same reason.  These approx-

imations result in a very simple expression for the poloidal flux due

to one of the hoops (with its image):

vI
111 = .(21rR)  0  Zn(r ) (3.1)

27r

where R is the major radius of the hoop, and r and r' are the distances

of the point under consideration from the minor axes of the hoop and

its image.  Calculated under these assumptions, the theoretical elec-

trical characteristics of the hoops are shown in Table 3.2, and the

measured values agree quite closely.

Eq. (3.1) was also used to calculate flux plots f6r the immediate

vicinity  of the divertor hoops  (the area indicated in Figure ·3.4) .

These were multiplied by appropriate numerical factors and superposed

on the unperturbed octupole flux plot (Figure 3.2) to give the net

field. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show 4 and |B| plots for two particular

cases, and Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show two series of flux plots for

varying divertor currents.  For comparable 4 values of the divertor

separatrix, the triplet case gives a "harder" field  null,   with  a

smaller region of low field, than the single hoop case.  The triplet

case tends to force diverted field lines to pass between the hoops

rather than through them.  Due to the partial cancellation of the

fields  from the three hoops, the triplet case requires larger  hoop
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U                                                          -

curtents and creates a larger magnetic  "hill.

Magnetic Probes (see section 3.C.6), inserted along the path shown

in Figure 3.4 were used to verify the theoretical flux plots.  Figure

+
3.9 shows measured unit vectors in the direction of B, superposed on

the appropriate flux plot.  (The vectors are not plotted with length

proportional to |B| due to the large variation from near the hoops to

near   the   field   null.) The agreement is quite   good,    with   only   some

disagreement  near  the  lid  due to neglect of field soak-in. Perhaps

more significant are the direct measurements of   shown in Figure 3.10.

The probe was first calibrated against the standard flux plot with no

. 6.      M;

divertor current, Also shown in Figure 3.10.  Again the agreement is

quite good, including the 111 value of the divertor seF:i:...trix (seen as

a local minimum of 9).  There are some small deviations near the lid,
...'.

due to neglect of soak-in,   and  at. the left-hand  edge  of   the  plot,

probably due to image currents in the upper inner octupole hoop, which

have been neglected.  These results give credence to the theoretical

flux plots.

3.C.  Diagnostics

The diagnostic methods used in these experiments have been dis-

cussed elsewhere, and will not be dealt with in great detail here.

Brief descriptions of each will be given, with an indication of their

use in this particular experiment.  The actual location in the machine

of the various devices will be shown when the experimental
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measurements are discussed.

3.C.1.  Langmuir Probes

One of the oldest and simplest, yet most versatile, plasma diag-

15
nostic methods is the Langmuir probe; several review papers are

16-19
available on the subject. A Langmuir probe consists simply of a

small electrode immersed in the plasma, which dan be biased to dif-

ferent potentials and the current which it draws from the plasma

measured, and which can be moved through the plasma to determine the

spatial variation of the measured quantities.

Figure 3.11 shows schematically a simple circuit for making such

measurements, and an idealized current vs. voltage characteristic.

When the bias potential is much more positive than the plasma space

potential (V >> V ) ions are repelled from the probe.  The resulting
P

electron sheath around the probe shields its potential from the rest

of the plasma, and the·current to the probe saturates at a value de-

termined by the random flux of electrons entering the sheath:

/KE
I      = lenA/e (3.2)
oe 4

4 Ame

if the electron velocity distribution is Maxwellian, where n is the

plasma density and A is the probe's surface area.  When V << V ,

electrons are repelled and ions are collected.  However, in order for

the potential to decrease monotonically through the sheath, the ions
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20,21must enter with a velocity of at least the ion acoustic speed

(CS =
4 (kTe  +  kTi) /mi) ; this requirement is known  as  the Bohm sheath

criterion.  If T. > T  then the expression for ion saturation current
l e

is analogous to that for electrons, but if Ti < Te then there must

exist outside the sheath a
"
pre-sheath" with a potential drop compar-

able to kTe/e, accelerating the ions to the ion acoustic speed.  There-

fore the ion saturation current is

/8kT
I              i

·*enA'/ Fmi (Ti > Te)

I = (3.3)
Oi

fET-

2ient/ -1-e
(T  < T )m. i     e

If no temperature gradients exist in the plasma, profiles of I at a
Oi

given. time are proportional to density profiles,   and   if· the · tempera-

ture is known, density can be. calculated.  For V < V , but. not so far

negative that the electron current is negligible, the probe current is

given by

e(V-V )
I (V)   = I exp

P -I (3.4)
oe kT      oi

e

if the electrons are Maxwellian.  This portion of the curve can be

used to find T .e

At the floating potential (V = Vf) the probe current is. zero, so

the floating potential is given by
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'T <I.A    =V  -V  =   e Zn.-
.          »      -  3.6     -f     (Ti  '   Te)f pe I I·  /

\ oe/ (3.5)- -

kT                                 -
- 3.6e (T  <T)

e      i   .e

If no temperature gradients exist in the plasma, Vf differs from the

space -potential  only  by a constant, and gives a measure of electric

fields in the plasma.  Floating potential can be measured directly if

the input impedance of the amplifier connected to the probe is much

larger than the sheath impedance (e.g., by using a Tektronix 10 MR, 10x

attenuating probe).

22
A variation on the Langmuir probe is the floating double probe,

in  which   the bias potential is applied between two nearby probe   tips,

and the entire biasing circuit is allowed to float.  The current can

be measured either with a differential amplifier connected across a

resistor in the biasing circuit,.or with an optically isolated ammeter

23
circuit. If one tip is biased to collect ion saturation current, the

other remains within  -  kTe/e  of the floating potential, guaranteeing

that Ioi is always measured at the same point on the I-V curve, even

if there are large variations in plasma potential.

More realistic theories take into account particle orbits within

24                                       25
a finite thickness sheath, and the presence of a magnetic field.

In the latter case, which is important for the octupole, it appears

that under most circumstances the probe. acts the same as in the

field-free case, but with an effective area for electron collection
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+
limited to its projection normal to B.

26-28
Surface contaminants can alter the response of a probe, SO

probes were degreased with acetone and alcohol, and then abraded to

expose an oxide-free surface, inmediately before insertion.

In practice, the ion saturation branch of the I-V characteristic

is not horizontal.  When analyzing probe curves by hand, the usual
-'

procedure is to estimate a line through the ion saturation branch, and

subtract this line from the entire curve.  The electron repulsion part

of the curve, near Vf' is then plotted on semi-log paper and a line

estimated through the points to obtain Te.  V  is estimated as the
P

point where the data begin to deviat  from the line at large V.  If the

estimated line for ion saturation current is not correct, the resulting

error   can be large   in the region where the electron   curr ent is small

(V < Vf).  For this reason, and because of the tedium of the above

procedure when many Te measurements are desired, a computer program was

written to analyze probe characteristics.

The probe characteristic for V<V  is modeled by
P

f(V) = al + a2V + a3 exp(a4V) (3.6)

where a4-1 = kTe/e.  If theory or empirical evidence dictates, a dif-
0

ferent form for the ion saturation current could easily be substituted.

The values of a. are desired which minimize the variance Q:
J

Q  =   (f (Vi)   -  Ii)
2

(3.7)
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where I  is the measured current at a bias of V .  Since f is not lin-
0                                                    29

i                                                  i

ear in all the a., a version of Newton's method is used. V  and
J                                                                  P

initial estimates a  are obtained by methods similar to the hand anal-

lysis described above, giving the first estimate for the fitted curve:

fo (V)   =   f (V; a )
(3.8)

The problem is linearized by letting the next estimates be small cor-

rections    to    the   a (al   =    a     +   6 )
and expand ing    f    to the first order    in

6j:                                                                                                    -

fl (V) = f (Vial) = fo (V) + j 6  af 1 (3,9)1  j jaj 1 (Viaj)

Then fl(V) is substituted in Eq. (3.7) and the variance is minimized

with respect to the 6  by setting BQ/36  = 0; this gives a set of

lineat equations in the 6. which can be solved by the usual means.  The
]

6  corrections are applied to the a , giving al; these then become the   

new estimates a:, and the procedure is repeated until it converges to
J

the desired accuracy.  This method has the great advantage of opti-

mizing the fit to the entire curve at once, rather than the piecewise

fit of the hand analysis.

3.C.2.  Paddle Probe

Another variation on the Langmuir probe is the paddle probe, a
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two-sided probe consisting of two plane parallel electrodes with an

insulating layer sandwiched between them.  If the plasma is not iso-

tropic but has a drift velocity with a component normal to the plane

of the electrodes, more particles will strike one side than the other,

so.  this  can  be  used to measure plasma current  or flow velocity.

If the probe is biased into saturation so that all particles of

one species. entering the probe sheath are collected and none of the

other species, and if the collected species enters the sheath with a

velbcity distribution given by a Maxwellian shifted by the drift

+ -
velocity v  (electrons, or ions with Ti > Te):

- + +  2
-

312 m(v-vo)
f (I;)   =   n (2 kT) exp -

2kT
(3.10)

then the net particle flux reaching one electrode is

2

r(uo) = tnve-   + *nuo(1 +
erf(g)) (3.11)

where  v =·  (8kT/ m) 2,  g  =  (mu02/2kT) 2,  and  u    is the component  of  vi0

normal to the electode.  The second term of Eq. (3.11) is odd in u ,

while the first and third are even, so the difference between the

fluxes to the two sides of the probe is

r(u ) - r(-u ) = nu (3.12)
0 0 0

which is just the net flux in the plasma of the species being
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collected.  If the velocity is desired, however, further calculation

is necessary.  The sum of the fluxes to the two sides of tHe probe is

2

r(uo) + r (-uo) =  rive-g  + nuoerf (g) (3.13)

*nv-    ifg<<1

)

nuo    if g >> 1

If g << 1, then to first order in g the ratio of drift speed to
1

thermal speed c = (kT/m)i (which is also the ion acoustic speed if

ions are being collected and Ti 2 Te) can be found simply from

luo- lMg=-- -2
,/Y C

(3.14)

20 0r(u ) - r(-u )
where     M

=6 r (uo) + r(-uo)

For larger values of g < 1, a third order expansion gives

r(uo) + r(-uo) =  nv(1 +
g2) (3.15)

This can be used to solve for the ratio of drift speed to thermal speed:

-             -

1 1-  1    1      4/1  - M2 (3.16)
g =Ac - R _ -
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This expression has a solution only for M S 1, but the error in the

value it gives for g is less than 10% for M f .96 or g < .7, making it

areasonable approximation under most circumstances.

3.C.3.  Skinner Probe

30
Although some methods have been suggested,   ion temperature is

very difficult to obtain from a Langmuir probe characteristic, due to

the overwhelmingly large electron current in the ion repulsion regime.

31
Ti measurements can be made with a skimmer probe,   which has its

electrode recessed inside a shield.  The opening of the shield is

oriented parallel to B, and due to their small gyroradius electrons

cannot enter and reach the collecting electrode.  The collector bias

can then be varied to repel ions, while measuring only ion current.

3.C.4.  Fabry-Perot Interferometer

A measurement of plasma density independent of temperature is
32

given by the microwave Fabry-Perot interferometer. Two confocal

mirrors provide a resonant cavity for 35 GHz microwaves, most of which

is filled by the low field region at the minor axis of the machine,

near 9 .  The frequency is swept repetetively over a small range, and
sep

the resonant frequency, which depends on the density of plasma in the

cavity, is measured.
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3.C.5.  Striped Collectors

Plasma flux to the wall of the machinei is measured with striped

33-35
collectors. These consist of two sets of interdigitated con-

ducting stripes, biased alternatively positive and negative.  (See           -

Figure 3.12.)  The width and spacing of the stripes are less than the

Debye shielding length of the plasma, so that the plasma does not

electrically shield the stripes from each other, and due to the large

number of stripes the electric field falls off rapidly away from the

collector.  They are then expected to collect, as measured saturation

current, a large fraction of the plasma particles striking them, with-

36
out  perturbing the transport processes   in the nearby plasma.

A case can be made that the measurement is less perturbing when

the average potential of the two sets of stripes is held at the

potential of the surface they are mounted on.37 However, in most of

the present experiments the circuit was allowed to float, similar to a

floating double probe, and in some instances this has been seen to be

38
the less perturbing mode. In particular, when the stripes are

biased positive and negative by the same amount with respect to

ground, and the magnitude of the bias voltage is varied, it is gener-

ally observed that the ion current saturates while the electron

current does not, showing that the electric field of the collector is

not completely non-perturbing. Consequently, the only way to make a

truly non-perturbing measurement would be to first make a low-

impedance measurement of the net current to the collector with both
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sets of stripes at ground potential, this presumably being the current

drawn from the plasma to the same patch of wall in the absence of the

collector.  Then when the collector is biased to obtain charge separ-

ation of the plasma striking it, the bias must be carefully chosen to

make the net current drawn from the plasma the same as before.  An

arbitrary bias voltage with the center of the circuit grounded might

well be at least as perturbing as letting the circuit float.  In

practice, very. little difference is usually seen between the ion

currents measured in the two cases, floating or center-grounded.

3.C.6.  Magnetic Probes

The magnetic field of the divertor was verified using magnetic

39
probes, consisting of small coils of wire inside stainless steel

tubing much thinner than a skin depth.  Such a coil measures the

change of magnetic flux through it (0 = AB) which can be integrated

electronically to obtain B.  One such probe had two small coils at

right angles in order to measure locally both radial and vertical

components of the poloidal magnetic field (see Figure 3.13(a)).

Another probe had a long, narrow coil, closed outside the magnetic

field region, in order to perform the spatial integration necessary

to obtain the poloidal flux 4 (see Figure 3.13(b)).
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3.D. Plasma Sources

A variety of methods for producing and.heating a plasma are avail-

able on the octupole, of which three were used for the data to be

presented here.  These sources and the plasmas they produce will be

briefly characterized below:

3.D.1.  Electron Cyclotron Resonant Heating (ECRH) Plasma

The field strengths in the octupole are such that microwave fre-

quencies can be conveniently chosen to resonate with the cyclotron

frequency of the electrons, thus heating them.  A fast valve is used

to puff neutral hydrogen gas into the toroid about 100 msec before the

start of the magnetic field pulse, filling it typically to 5 X 10-6

Torr.  A 50 W, 2.45 GHz magnetron is run CW to pre-ionize the gas,

8  -3
producing a plasma with a density of about 10 cm  .  Near peak field,

a 1 kW, 2.86 GHz magnetron is pulsed for several milliseconds, ionizing

a significant fraction of the filling gas, and heating the electrons.

Figure 3.14 shows typical values for density and electron temperature

at the separatrix, obtained from analysis of Langmuir probe I-V char-

acteristics.  Despite the fact that electron heating occurs only at

localized resonance zones (defined by B = 1020 Gauss at 2.86 GHz), Te

is uniform throughout the machine. within a few milliseconds after the

40
end   o f the heatirig pulse. The ions are heated only by collisions

with electrons, and at these parameters the temperature equilibration
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41
time between electrons and ions is 2 10 msec, while charge exchange

42.43.
and elastic collisions with neutral gas cool the ions.

' The com-

44
puter model SIMULT   predicts Ti 5  1 eV.

3.D.2.  Small Gun Plasma

45
A small coaxial Marshall-type plasma gun (labeled "inj ector"  in

Figure 3.1) is located at the top of a l m long drift tank.  A fast

valve admits gas.to the region between the inner and outer electrodes;

after the gas has filled this region a voltage is applied between the

electrodes, breaking down the gas and accelerating the plasma out the

end of the gun.  The cloud of plasma passes rapidly into the toroid,

while the large volume and small aperture of the drift tank keep most

unionized, thermal atoms from reaching the toroid for at least 10 msec.

,                  The energy density of the plasma is too small to allow it to push

magnetic field lines aside by diamagnetic currents; rather, it is able

to enter the magnetic field region by becoming electrically polar-

46.47
ized. ' This causes an ExB drift which carries it into the toroid,

where it is captured, becoming azimuthally symmetric in a few tenths

48
of a millisecond.

This plasma has been extensively studied under a wide range of

10
operating conditions. Figure 3.15 shows measurements of density

at the separatrix from the Fabry-Perot microwave interferometer,

electron temperature from Langmuir probe characteristics, and ion

temperature from ski=er probe measurements,   for the conditions  of
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the present experiment.  The ions and electrons enter the toroid with

comparable velocities, hence  the  ions ·have larger kinetic energy.     The

low neutral background pressure made possible by use of the drift tank

results in a relatively long lifetime for the ion temperature, and both

ions and electrons are collisionless in the sense that their collision

times are longer than their transit times along a magnetic field line,

as is expected to be the case in fusion-regime tokamaks.

3.D.3.  Large Gun Plasma

A larger Marshall gun is mounted on the lower lid, opening

49
directly into the toroid. It produces a cold, collisional plasma

12   -3
with a density of about 10   cm  , about an equal number of neutrals,

Ti - 1 eV, and Te < 1 eV.

3.E.  Experimental Sequence

Figure 3.16 shows typical timing sequences  for a machine pulse,

including the events discussed in the preceding three sections.  Data

acquisition equipment may be triggered at any time during the pulse,

but for these experiments was usually triggered simultaneously with

the plasma source.
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Table  3..1 - LEVITATED OCTUPOLE PARAMETERS·

Physical

Major Radius
Vacuum Tank: 139.5 cm
Inner Hoop: 99.5 cm
Outer Hoop: 179.2 cm

Minor Radius of Hoops: 8.9 cm

Surface Area
Wall: 42.2  m2-

Inner Hoop: 3.5  m2 (X2)
Outer Hoop: 6.3  m2 (X 2)

Hoop Support:   42 cm2 (X16)

Volume
Vacuum Tank: 8.6 m3
Within 41 :    7.7  m3

crit

Electrical (Maximum Field)

B
&2                                                               -1

Capacitor Bank Capacitor Bank
Capacitance: .048 F Capacitance: .37 F

Voltage: 5 kV Voltage: 450 V

Energy: .60 MJ Energy: 37 kJ

Maximum B at Surface* B (midcylinder)*:  400 G
Wall: 6   kG

Inner Hoop: 12 kG
Outer Hoop: 5.5 kG

Current*
Wall: 1.42 MA
Inner Hoop: .46 MA
Outer Hoop:  ..25 MA                                                    -

*ApproximAte Values
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Fig. 3.6(b) LOCAL |B| CONTOURS:                                                   I       5 0
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Fig. 3.7   Single hoop configuration: poloidal flux plots for Varying

current (shown as ratio of divertor current to outer main

hoop current).  Dotted line is divertor separatrix.
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CHAPTER 4

APPLIED: RADIAL ELECTRIC FIELD

An important question related to the ExB divertor is whether the

desired radial electric field can actually be applied in the plasma,

given the plasma's'well-known shielding properties.  The question was

studied, in the absence of any divertor, by simply biasing one of the

octupole's internal rings relative to the vacuum tank wall, in order to

create a radial electric field.  This ring then bears some resemblance

to a giant Langmuir probe, but with some important differences:  the

"probe"   is no longer small enough  not to perturb the plasma,   and   in

this case particles must move across the magnetic field while most

probe theories assume freely accelerating particles, either parallel

to the magnetic field or with no magnetic field.  These facts mean

1
that some electric field must penetrate into the plasma , and the usual

Debye shielding length may not apply.

The distribution of an applied electric field will be discussed

first in a .slab geometry for the sake of simplicity, and the modifica-

tions required for tokamak and octupole geometries will be described.

Then experimental results will be presented and compared to the models.
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4.A. Theoretical Models

4.A. 1.  Slab Geometry

Consider a plasma which varies only in the x-direction (analogous

to the.minor radius   of a toroid),    confined   by a uniform magnet ic field

perpendicular to x.  In order to apply a low-frequency or dc electric

field parallel to x .there, are conducting boundaries at x=0 and x=L,

which can be given an arbitrary potential difference.  In the guiding

center.approximation such an electric field causes plasma particles to

have two types of motion parallel to the electric field.  (We are not

concerned with the transverse  Ex B ,drift  for  the time being since,  due  to

symmetry, it does not alter the spatial distribution of particles.)

First, there is the polarization drift due to a time-varying electric

field.  This causes the plasma to actas a dielectric, with dielectric

2
constant at low frequency given by

E = (1 +
n(mi + me))€0                 0             (4.1)

EIB

Assuming for the moment that this is the plasma's only response to the

electric field, that is, it behaves as an ideal dielectric, then the

resulting distribution of the electric field can be found simply from
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+ +
7•D=V• (E E) =0

E=
const. (4.2)

n(mi + m-)
(1 +

2 e )e0EB0

The constant can be found by integrating E between the boundaries and

equating the result to the applied potential difference.- If e >> E ,0
which is usually  the  case for plasmas of iriterest,     then  E is inversely

proportional to n, so E will be largest near the boundaries, where the

density is lowest, but depending on the shape of the density profile

there maybe an appreciable electric field inside the plasma.

If the plasma particles make collisions, with neutral particles

for example, at frequency v , then their guiding centers will have a

resulting conduction drift

Vo +
(4.3)* =1     Ec m 2  2V   + 0)

0 C

If v  << w , then the (ExB)/82 drift is unchanged to first order, and
0C

mv
O+ (4.4)5 = -E

C   qB2

3.-
which gives rise to a net current density in the plasma of

+ 1+ +
J  =   n(m.v    .   +  m  v      )-3£   =   a E (4.5)

1 01 e oe BZ     1
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where a  is the conductivity. In steady state,1

v·3=v• (C E) =Oi
J = const.

E=L= J ·         '                                                                        (4.6)

'1         n(m. \1     0    +   m   v        )/821 01 e oe

If the collision frequencies v . are constants then this is essen-
oi,e

tially  the same electric field distribution  as  in  Eq.   (4.2);  -however,

this need-not be true in general.  If not, and if a potential-difference

-1
is applied rapidly (in a time less than v ) the electric field will

0

first take the form of Eq. (4.2), then relax to that of Eq. (4.6).  If

the   ratio   of   a   and   E    is   not spatially constant within the plasma,    the

relaxation will be more complicated than a simple exponential decay,

but a characteristic local "RC" time fbr the relaxation is

E-       1T=-- (4.7)0 m
v 0 + --ev01 m. oe

1

The physical justification for this is that in the dielectric model., in

an electric field E, the ions have been displaced a distance

E/w  B = miE/582.from their initial positions.  A single collision byCi

an ion will cause a displacement of the same size, so the ion collision

time provides a time scale for the decay due to ion collisions of the

initial dielectric model field.  However, if the decay is due to elec-

tron collisions, because of their sialler gyroradius  they  must   undergo

mi/me collisions for the same.displacement.
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Both the dielectric model and the perpendicular conduction model

(assuming collision frequencies do not depend on n) suggest that the

scale length for the perpendicular electric field is that of the density

profile's scale length, rather than the Debye length.

A true steady state is not possible in the conduction model, in the

absence of particle sources., since the current of Eq. (4.5) draws par-

ticles out  of, the plasma,  and if there are density, gradients  the  same

collisions which are repsonsible for the current will also give rise to

diffusion.  A somewhat more general solution can be obtained by writing

down transport equations for the electrons and ions:

+ +

 e = -Devn - UenE
(4.8a)

+ +

r i   =    -DiEn    + winE (4.8b)

+
where ra is the flux of species a, and Da and Wa are diffusion and

mobility coefficients of unspecified form, with U  taken to be posi-e

tive. The.usual quasineutrality assumption   is  made in order   to   avo id

unrealistically large charge densities and electric fields:

4
n.. n. = n.  Ambipolar diffusion is discussed in most plasma texts,

5
and has been thoroughly discussed by Armentrout,  but these all even-

tually make the assumption, in order to preserve quasi.neutrality, that
+ +
ri = re.  This is reasonable in many cases, but actually a weaker con-

dition is sufficient to maintain quasineutrality:
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3                         +     +
-(n      -n)   =   7•(I'.-   r )=0 (4.9)
3.t  e i 1 e

In. the present slab geometry, then

"                                    J                                             (4.10)r  -r  =-i e e

where  J   is  constant in space   as before. Subtracting   Eq.    (4.Ba),   from

Eq.  (4.8b,),

3
-=    - (B.     -·  D   )    n   +    01.    +  11    )n Ee i e 1 e

E = Di - De· Fn +      J       =E.    + ·i_ (4.11)
li.+U n ne (11.   +  11 _) amb   a

1 e 1.·  e            1

The net electric field   is a superposition   of   Eamb' the usual ambipolar

electric field.  for   the   case  of' zero current,.   and a contr ibution   pro-

port.ional. to' the current due to' the· applied potential.. The second

term is essentially the same as, the electric field of En,. (4.6), where

diffusion was, omitted..

To find the net fluxes' of the two species, Eq. (4.11) is sub-

stituted   into the transport equations    (4.8) to obtain

WiDe   TleDi Jii 1 i :LLi

r =- Vn + = - D Vnt (4.12a)
i                         11.. +11 lli + lie

e amb
w i  +  Wee1.           e

11 iDe-  +  IreD '1-                      It
11e 3

e   1= -D  Vn -        -       <4·.1215)
 e; =  -      11..  +. U    -Vn  -  11...  + 11. e amb

u i   +'11.e   ei e 1 e
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The particle fluxes respond to the density gradient with the usual

ambipolar diffusion coefficient D and have an additional term due
amb'

to the externally applied electric field.  Note that due to the

-

assumption V•J=0,

 t =-v·ri= V.
(Dambvn)  - f v(, .1.11.11 ) (4.13)

1 e

The time evolution of the density is affected by the externally applied
U.

electric field only through the term V<   1   ): if W /U. is spatially
U. +U . e 1
1 e

constant   (as   in  Eqs.   (4.3)   to '(4.5) above) then there  is no effect  at

all on the density evolution.

The net electric field given in Eq. (4.11) is a superposition of

the   ambipolar   f ield   and   the   f ield   due   to the external source.       In   all

the discussion following, E will be taken to mean only the external

contribution.
..

The contribution from the external source is the sime as for the

simplified derivation resulting in Eq. (4.6), varying inversely with

density if the mobilities are spatially constant.  The magnitude of

electric field appearing in the plasma for a given potential differ-

ence between the boundaries, then, depends on the shape of the density

profile.  In fact, it depends strongly on the density profile close to

the boundaries, where the density is most difficult to measure experi-

mentally and where the assumptions made above are· most likaly to be

invalid.

One of the most obvious ways in which the assumptions may fail is
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the following:  if the applied potential difference is large enough, the

flux of one species predicted by Eqs. (4.12) may go to zero at the

boundary from which the applied potential repels it.  That is, the flux

of this species due to the electric field becomes equal and opposite to

the flux due to the density gradient.  Since under ordinary circum-

stances the boundary cannot act as a source of particles, the net flux

at the boundary cannot change sign.  Therefore the electric field can-

not increase beyond this point,   nor   can the current, without violating

the assumptions made earlier.  The upper limit on the current density

obtained by applying this condition to the ions is

1.Ii.       / <D  V n z
Ui + Lie

 

e -  amb
O+ 0+

(4.14a)
ll

J S e(De + ilED i) n
i

0+

and the corresponding condition for electrons is

J < e (D

i  +   De) vn o-                                                                                           (4.14b)

where the right-hand sides are evaluated at the boundary which repels

the  species in question. The smaller  of  the two limits  on  J  then

applies.  If the potential difference between the boundaries is in-

creased further, in the present idealized model, the species which is

limitink the current must become depleted at the boundary, thus forming
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a non-quasineutral sheath, the details of which will not be discussed

here.     Presumably, any additional applied potential difference  will

appear in the sheath and the current will saturate at the smaller of

the limits.  This saturation current is equal to XeD Vn evaluated at
amb

the boundary where the sheath forms, with X>l a numerical factor de-

pending on wi/lle'  In fact, if either Ui >> Ve or Vi << We then X = 1,
and the saturation current is equal to the unperturbed plasma flux to

the boundary (multiplied by e).  Then if the applied potential is re-

versed a similar sheath will form at the other boundary, and the

saturation current will equal the unperturbed flux to that boundary.

For example, if Vi >> We' then a large enough potential difference will

prevent any ions from reaching the more positive boundary, while having

very little effect on electron transport to that boundary.  Therefore

the saturation current will equal the unperturbed electron flux to the

posit ive boundary.

The corresponding limits on E in the neutral plasma at the edge of

the sheath are

D
J    amb Vn

E = - . - -                                                                (4.15a)G U n
i

O+ O+

D
E <  amb En (4.15b)

11 ne
0- 0-

If  a   increases  with  n,   and the density is lowest  at the boundaries,   as

is usually the case, then the more stringent of .these conditions
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provides an upper limit for the electric field everywhere outside the

sheath.
'...'J.· .·' I

kTIf the assumptions are made that Da = etia (the Einstdin relation)

and Ti= Te' then

20< kT Vn IE< (-- (4.16)- D
, e ir)'o

where D< is the smaller of Di and De' and D, is the larger.  This is

a rather pessimistic result, since the limit on the external contribu-

tion to E is less than E by the factor 2D</D,.  However, the latestamb

assumptions may not be true.

In particular, the Einstein relation may not hold in the simple

form given above. Nonequilibrium· thermodynamics predicts a relation-

ship between the coefficients of diffusion and mobility, but the

6
details of the relationship are not clear for a magnetized plasma.

In fact, in the fluid picture used above, different mechanisms may be

responsible for diffusion and mobility.  For instance, to first order,

classical collisions between unlike charged particles can cause dif-

fusion but not mobility.  This is easily seen by arguing from the

effect to the cause:  If, due to perpendicular mobility, there is a
+ +

current density J parallel to E in the plasma, then there is a

++ ++resulting J>(B force density in the plasma in the E><B direction.  The
++ 2

plasma  is not accelerating,  but  has a constant ExB/B drift, so there
++

must be some drag force balancing the JxB; this drag is the mechanism

repsonsible for the mobility.  To first order, all charged particles
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in a small volume of plasma drift at the same speed and thus cannot

7
produce the drag force. On the other hand, collisions with stationary

neutral particles can cause drag.  The net force is then

; = M - n(m v   t m\J  )v -O (4.17)i io e eo

which gives  Eq. (4.5) again. Charged particle collisions can result  in

a drag force through viscosity effects if the drift is not spatially

uniform, but then the drag depends on the second spatial derivative of

the drift speed and hence of the electric field; therefore the simple

linear relation of Eq. (4.8) no longer holds.

It has also been found in a numerical simulation of a two-dimen-

sional guiding center plasma that perpendicular conductivity can,arise

8from fluctuating electric fields in the plasma. The corresponding

mobility satisfies the Einstein relation with the Bohm-like diffusion

9
coefficient of Taylor and McNamara. This calculation was done  in a

finite-size box, and the fluctuations were assumed isotropic with

respect to the box, which makes them anisotropic in the ExB.drift

frame, playing   a role somewhat analogous to .neutral   part icle colli-
sions.  However, one might expect that in a plasma with a uniform EXB

drift, unless the fluctuations are caused by some stationary feature

on the wall, they might as likely be isotropic in the rest frame of the

plasma  (the  ExB drift frame), resulting  in no conductivity.-
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4.A.2.  Tokamak Geometry

The ·preceding arguments. illustrate some of the basic principles              

involved':in  perpendicular electric fields,·  and  may be useful  .(with

modifications to .account for -geometry) in other situations where the

:ExB.drift   is   in a symmetry .direction,    such  as   in the, octupole  with

polaidal .field only.   In :a tokamak, however, .the results are more com-

plicated. .A number of theoretical papers  have ·been written  concerning

the   damping   of   an    init ial rotation   and    its accompanying- electric field,

and -they are .direc.tly applicable  to  the case wher.e the rotation  is t:

maintainedin steady state  by an external voltage source.

As an element of .plasma moves with the .ExB drift in a tokamak, the

pol·aidal component   of its motion carries it toward smaller  'major

'radius.  .This tends to .compress it in the toroidal direction, and to

maintain divergenceless flow (a valid assumption if the drift speed.

does. not approach the sound speed)   it will expand parallel  to  B.    This

additional, non-uniform flow leads to "neo-classical" corrections to

:the perpendicular  conductivity.
10

Using .fluid theory, Boozer has identified three regimes

according to the relative importance of viscosity:

"                             2_ 1_ (1 + 2q2)  ,   a << 1
2'T

B   t

pl  2    1
C = (1+2 q) ,1< 'c a« --2 (4.18)
1     2TBP      e

P i_    1
2 T ,    2 << a

B          t                                 .E
P

A.
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Tt    is   the   damping   time for toroidal angular momentum, which   like   the

damp ing of linear momentum    in    the slab model,    must    be   due to collisions

with neutral particles or -other stationary ·structures.    T     is  the
P  .

damping ·time for poloidal angular momentum due to ion viscosity, and

a  =   (2-+  q-2).rt/Tp:    p  is the plasma ·mass density,. q·.is the tokamak

"safety factor, "  and  €  is the inverse aspect ratio.

Similar considerations apply  to the polarization current,.  and

Boozer obtains for the low-frequency perpendicular dielectric con-

11                        -stant

1+- co    >>    1P
2                                  T

B                                    '    s

1< = 1 +  2 (1 + 2q2)      1-- << co << 1 (4.19)

P             S
2

1+ 2- l'E-<< (O << -
8 2            Tt        Tp
P

2
The. classical value of 1 + p/B applies only for times shorter than

TS = qRQ/cs' the.sound transit time, when there is not enough·time for
-1

the pressure to equalize on a flux surface.  When w<T the dielec--P
tric constant also has a large imaginary part corresponding to the

conductivity given above:  Im(K) = a/WE .
0

Boozer' s resultswere obtained  for the collisional   (T .   <<  T   )
1      S

regime, and this is reflected in his expression for the poloidal

damping time:

2
4        2  R m                 ctp=3(1+2q) i (4.20)

TT
ii

'
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where R is the major radius.and Ti the classical ion-ion collision time.

This appears directly only in the parameter a and in the conductivity

expression for intermediate viscosity, so in other collisionality

regimes it should be valid to use the conductivity expressions at

least for high and low viscosities, and all the dielectric constant

expressions, using the new value of T  to choose the appropriate one.
P

12
Stix uses the drift kinetic equation to obtain poloidal damping

times for the collisionless (banana) and plateau regimes of neoclas-

sical theory:

/ E  -3/2l   -y zi  , E T  << T.
S       1

T  = )
q

(4.21)

      12 T    ,  Ts<<Ti<< E    Ts
-3/2

q

13
Hirshman takes viscosities obtained from the drift kinetic equation

and ·uses fluid theory to obtain

3/2 -3/2
1.29£   Ti  '

< T   << T.
S        1

-312
Tp =  (2 + ly)  x     . Ts , T  << T . << E T (4.22)

S      1             S
q

T
S

T-.Ts ' T . << T
1      S

i

which agree with those of Stix and Boozer except for numerical factors

-                and a factor of E in the collisionless regime.  All· of the above
+

derivations of T  use only parallel viscosity (transport parallel to B
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parallel momentum) since perpendicular viscosity (parallel transport

of perpendicular momentum ot perpendicular -transport of parallel

momentum) 'is smaller by (6)ciT i)-2.where  wci   is   the ion cyclotron

14
frequency.

As mentioned before, due to conservation of angular momentum, the

toroidal damping expressed by Tt must be caused by neutral collisions,

toroidal field ripple, or some other interaction with a stationary

structure, rather than charged-particle dollisions.  However, if the

toroidal rotation has shear, perpendicular viscosity can. cause it to

15
relax toward rotation as a solid body, in a time

2la (4.23)Tts  - 10 - -2 Tiq Pi

where Fi is the ion gyroradius.

4.A.3.  Octupole Geometry

In an octupole with purely poloidal field, the ExB drift due to a

radial electric field is in the toroidal direction only, and the com-

plications seen in the tokamak case due to magnetic pumping do not

arise.  However, the peculiarities of its magnetic field shape do

affect the distribution of the electric field.  The following discus-

sion will be in terms of the magnetic co-ordinates 4, X, and 8 (see

Appendix) and much of it will not be unique to the. octupole.

First, it is interesting to'note.that if magnetic·field lines are
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equipotentials and azimuthal symmetry holds, so that the electrostatic

potential depends only on 9, then the frequency of toroidal ExB

rotation is given by

E 1 7$ d$
(4.24)f =B EK = Vi  = diF

which depends only on 9.  Surfaces of constant 4 rotate as rigid·

bodies, and any viscous effects must occur between surfaces, not

within them.

As in the slab geometry, the contribution to the steady-state

electric field due to an applied potential difference is determined

from the continuity equation for electric charge. The following   is  a
+

physical argument, but a rigorous transformation of V • (GE) = 0 into

magnetic co-ordinates gives  the same result. Assume plasma potential

4 and density n are constant along field lines,, while other quantities

(a ,J, and charge density p) may vary along field lines.  The charge1 1
crossing flux surface 4 per unit time is

I(W) = J Rdide = 27T J Rd£ (4.25)C i: ,       4 L
where R is major radius.  If no charge is to accumulate at any 0

surface then dI/d4 = 0 everywhere, that is, I is a.constant.  Then
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I = 27'fl.RdZ

- 27'kiER«£

- -2*  RdZ1 d* .

= -4,r2  *4 128dZ (4.26)
dp' 1

fl*. -_       I (4.27)

44 4  2 928dZ
As an example, suppose G  is due to neutral collisions, as in1

Eq. (4.5) and assume the collision frequency v does not vary along a

field line. Then

ift=_                    I
d4                          -1

(4.28)
4w2(m v  + m v )nJR28  dii i    e e  '

The electric field is inversely proportional to n, and now also to the

geometrical factor  R28-ldZ. This funct ion behaves similarly    to

R B-ldZ, which it approaches in the large aspect ratio limit.  It

becomes infinite at the separatrix, and thus enhances the exclusion of

electric field from the center of the plasma.

In the absence of cross-field mobility, or on very short time

scales, the plasma behaves as a dielectric, and the electric field is        -

determined by Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), with a similar modification for

geometrical effects:
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fift  =             A                                           A'=                                     (4.29)

dll'   47r·2iteR2aa,e   21 R28di+ n  R28-1d£

.., -:./
.

where  A =
4'Ir2miA'   is a constant determined  by the boundary  conditions.

1

If E/E z (w /co .)Z >> 1, as is often the case, then  '  o    pi ci

fl   -             A'

d'11 - n R28-ldf
(4.30)

The electric field is essentially the same as in the neutral collision

case.

4.A.4.  Summary

To summarize the preceding discussion, if a potential difference

is applied across a magnetized plasma, perpendicular to the magnetic

field, the plasma will first respond as a dielectric.  The electric

field distribution will be determined by

V• =9• (EE) =0 (4.31)

where E is given by Eq.(4.1),or in the case of a tokamak, by Eq. (4.19).

Due to perpendicular conductivity, this will relax to an electric field

determined by

'

+
9 ·3= 9 · (aE)= O (4.32)
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where a is given by Eqs. (4.7) or (4.11), or in the case of a tokamak

by Eqs. (4.18).  Corrections for a non-uniform magnetic field geometry,

as in the octupole, are given by Eqs. (4.29) and (4.27).  The relaxa-

tion time is E/a, corresponding to Tt in the tokamak discussion.  The

conductivity a is determined by the dampirig of the momentum of the ExB

drift, which must be due to interaction with some stationary structure,

such as neutral particles or magnetic field variations.

Since e and a are both proportional to n, the electric field will

be concentrated at the edges of the plasma where the density is low,

but if collision frequencies are spatially constant the scale length of

the electric field will be that of the density profile, rather than

the Debye length,   up   to   some   maximum electric field.      If   G   is   due   to

neu ttal collisions  and the neutral. density   is   low  in the center,   this

will help the electric field penetrate into the plasma.  Perpendicular

viscosity can also make a contribution to 0, and will tend to transport

perpendicular momentum, and thus electric field, toward the center of

the plasma.

The magnitude of the current, and thus of the electric field,

existing in the plasma, is limited by Eqs. (4.14) to (4.16), at least

if there is to be no serious perturbation of the plasma.

These relationships, then, give the distribution and maximum

magnitude of the velocity field available for an ExB divertor.

4.B.  Experiment

In order to test some of the ideas of the preceding section, an
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experiment was performed in the octupole in which one of the hoops was

given an electrostatic potential relative to the wall, creating a

radial electric field.  This was done in the absence of any divertor,

and the resulting floating pot ntial profile across the plasma was

measured.  In the absence of temperature gradients the floating poten-

tial measured by a probe differs from the plasma potential only by an

additive constant, and thus can be compared directly to theoretical

predictions ·for the electric  f ield.

4.B.1.  Observations

Figure 4.1 shows such floating potential profiles for three dif-

ferent plasmas, all with poloidal field only and 2.5 kV on the capaci-

tor bank, for both polarities of hoop potential.  For these profiles

the DC poteAtial was applied to the upper outer hoop by means of a wire

leading from  a hoop support through the vacuum  tank  wall.      The  prof iles

are qualitatively quite similar,   and  only  the  case  of  the ECRH plasma

was studied in detail.

In order to remove extraneous effect, two things were·done for the

measurements to be discussed below.  First, instead of a truly DC

potential , the hoop bias was switched on with an SCR-controlled relay

circuit following the ECRH microwave pulse, precluding any effect of the

electric field on the formation of the plasma.  When this is done, the

current drawn to the hoop starts out large and decays to its steady-

state value in a time on the order of 10 Usec (see Figure 4.2).  Since
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the dielectric response of the plasma occurs on' the time scale of the

ion cyclotron period  (5 1 Usec),  this milst represent the relaxation

time €/a discussed in section A;. its relation to the ion collision time

will be discussed later.  However, small adjustments of the floating

potential profile are seen to continue for a millisecond or more, so

data to be shown below are typically for 5 msec after the potential was

switched on, to allow transient effects to die out.

Second,   data were takeri  with the hoops levitated,   the  bias   then

being applied by means of a springy, insulated wire inserted through a

probe port to touch the hoops.  When the hoops are supported, charge

can   easily flow along magnet ic field lines   to the conducting supports

and short out, or at least alter, the electric field.  This is parti-

cularly important   for the biased hoop, where the supports, which  are

insulated from the wall but in electrical contact with the hoop, can

draw a net current from theplasma.  This is illustrated in Figure 4.3,

which shows oscilloscope traces of floating potential at the separatrix

with the hoops levitated one at a time.  The most significant differ-

ence is seen when the biased hoop is levitated.  Not surprisingly, for

both polarities the presence of biased supports extending through the

plasma brings the center of.the plasma closer to the bias potential.

Figure 4.4 shows the separatrix floating potential, and Figure 4.5

the current drawn by the biased hoop, as a function of hoop potential,

for the cases of hoops supported and of three hoops levitated (the

lower inner hoop could not be levitated at the time).  Evidently, in

the levitated case the plasma potential tends to stay near that of the
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more    positive'  of.·the    two. boundaries.      When':.the    hoop     is.pe.sit'iv@  2the

;,     plasma is- already- nuat  the  bia's· patentialt:·but.when.'the»hoqps·is  nega-

tive,  inserting the supports brings the plasma"cloself. toI:..the. bias

potential,   drawihg   a  'large   curtent  .,in the process,.    .I,t·was:predicted

in  Eys..  44.14)  and-(4.15)  that:,as. the"electric' fields:is:'increased,  at

··' some point the perpendicular current will saturat.e;. and. this .ts seen to

occur. at about  t: 10' V on, the,hoopv  ··The.apparent'.symmetry"of.the  cur-

i' rent characteristic in.the levitated case may be accidental,·.,since the

., sheath forms at the hoop· for.one polarity and at the. wall for the

other,  and ' the  two need not: be.t·he  same.                 ·,

-  .For reference, Figures 4.6..and.'4.7 shOw.ion saturation current and

«. floating· potential profiles,for  the..case where:. all·hoopsare: electri-

-·-- cally 'f 10+ating,- and three phoops aFe lev.itated.·, .The flat· spots.in the

V.f .pro'file- near  111';. 3   is 'du-e· to.,·the #presence of·..the.divertor- hopps
drit

4. .whith,.while. 'carr.ying ho. current and electrically· ·float,ing' for  this

experiment,,.hold' the plasma· potential df .field lines int.ersecting them

at·. a .const'anty, 'value:, C·These small hoops .had. not  yet.been installed  at

'the time of·,the data Shown.in ·Figure. 4..1.),A.It is interesting,to note

that the: profiles ·of Figures    4.6    and 4.-7 obey.the·expected amb ipolar
45

diffusion relation ' .Zn I OC   V- ,as shown in· Figure   4.8. The· semilog
Oi   f

plot is ·linear :over. the: ranges from the octupole hoop· to 4    .,  and
sep

0 .t& the d·ivertor 'hoops,:with a..change in.  .slope    ind j:cat ing·a. possi-
sep

ble. change.„in diffusion.,coeff,icieht,across  the ·aeparatrix·: . The. nega-

-·,·      ',  tive·slope  near  the·,octppole,hoop· and. the  ver.tical"slop:e. at  the

divertor hoops odcur where·f.ield ,lines -intersect .conducting obstacles,
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'16i.  Ihigh  c...   thi   ditfusion   no   loos./   n..i   be  ambl,olar.             This

p/tUW   U-e   st*11 ,   goob- Iti /  •h:*h  h"'   b-    "de   in   *he

4.U sus'lail.      ·
El-*I .....01 '.9,11.0-" --1 1-' mu'.0, hoop

lot..tial.  0/  both  P.laritill  (thre.  .00,/  1.litat'd),   a./  this. Irl
plottld   le   /Ii//0   4. .       Al   stated    in   thi   first    section,    th/re   are   th/ll
' ..

,Ilitble coatzibutioao to,thi nit electric Elild:   thi naturally

ocei/Tins /ablpolar field. thi field vhlch drives a current across tho

=I .*Ic *1 14 11,Ils, d a pouible contribution Er= a sheath near

I 4 til boundaries.'  First. thi aihipolar potential =as r   .* by
4 J lubtrectins tja profili of Figure 4.7, which represents thi ambipolar

 atiatlsl  9/ae.   210,  all. t.bid  of  /linre  4.9.    This. assumss  that  tli
diff-tis tre••port -d dimmity profile aze not iltived by thi il.tric

..'.
Etald,   as   *s   1 plicit   in   th•  modil   of   Eq.    (4.8),   and   explicit   in

. .

24.    (4.13).       It   lis  b-  obsezied  with  a  floatins   double   probe   that   i-

Istusattol emIMmt profiles are not noticeably affected by: the applied
'

/St-tall  0/9//t./t  th/4/W/,s;  vhich v 11 bi omitted  frea· later  c,le, 
latioas'for   other·rosions,    so.  this   seems   to   be   a   good   assuiption.

,-

Dulld,IMI,/04   it' le  latinstins  to note  that, this  subtraction  cancels

Ily *litnitul to thi'flo•tins potiati,1 which -, b/ dge to t-p**-

st„,  0//1//0  28  th   tls• .   //  lons  "  the  t/4/r.ture  gradi,nt  does........ .../.'..
< 1      2         r          *  ah,00. *h  6„14**Ad  0* Tz*  ..,  b..4    B  t..f»•** 9.*„4....

:       :I ....."4 60.'91.#plill.(fil  f= ./ah  flia.*I'lik'ithi .Miu...t    :,
.... I'l
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(plus a possible sheath).  To illustrate this, each profile was then

divided by the current drawn to the hoop at that bias, leaving a pro-

file which, outside the sheath, should be dependent only on intrinsic

properties of the plasma and independent of the bias potential.

The end results are shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11.  Within each

polarity, the profiles are indeed nearly independent of bias voltage.

As predicted from the current characteristic of Figure 4.5, for biases

of absolute value larger than 10 V any additional potential drop

appears in a narrow layer near one boundary, extending about 2.5 cm

from the wall when the hoop is positive and about .5 cm from the hoop          3
Ihi

when the hoop is negative.  This may not be a true sheath, however; ·as            .1

seen in Figure 4.8, these are regions in which ambipolar diffusion does

not hold, because these field lines intersect conducting obstacles.

Electrons can then flow freely along field lines to the obstacles,

allowing the field lines to take on whatever potential is necessary to

1
preserve the limiting potential drop across the rest of the plasma,

without violating quasineutrality. j

4.B.2.  Comparison to models

It is natural to inquire as to the mechanism responsible for the

+               perpendicular conductivity.  The electric field associated with t
he

radial current has been isolated above; various functional forms for

1 -

the conductivity can now be tested against the measured profiles, in

the same spirit as the diffusion coefficient studies which have been
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17-19
done on the octupole. In addition to the conductivity due to

neutral collisions discussed in section A, the Einstein relation

(D = UkT/e) suggests candidates for the form of the mobility from the

various diffusion coefficients of interest.  On this hypothesis,

consider diffusion and mobility coefficients proportional to na/BB,

where s6me possibilities are:

(a)  a=  1, 8=2 Fully-ionized classical

(b)  a=  0, B=2 Ion-neutral classical

(c)  a=  0, B=1 Bohm

'

1

(d)  a = -- B=o Olaida-Dawson
2'

1 (e)  a=  1, 8=0 Kamimura-Dawson

Rather than differentiate  the data, exaggerating its .noise content,

Eq. (4.27) is integrated, giving

tx                    di) l dx (4.33)0(x) =
Al  1-la, 2 1-8         2

dx + A

n   0RB   dZ

where Al and A2 are constants.  Al incorporates the constant factors in

the mobility expression and a proportionality factor for the size of

the applied potential difference, and A2 is a constant of integration.

First, the integral is calculated for the various cases, obtaining n

from Figure 4.6 and using tabulated values of the field line inte-

20
grals. The results are plotted in Figure 4.12 with A.  and A2

arbitrarily selected to give all the curves the same .values at the hoop

and the separatrix. The shapes are distinctive, .and inspection of

Figures 4.10 and 4.11 seems to eliminate cases (d) and (e).
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The data for 10 V were chosen as representative.  The floating

potential prof.i1e for -10 V on the hoop was subtracted from that for

+10   V,   eliminat ing the contribution   from the ambipolar .electric field.

D.ividing .the result by .2 then gives an average value of ,the potential

profile  associated  with the· perpendicular current. A least-squares  fit

was 'used to .determine the best values of A  and A  for each form of the12
conductivity.  The fit was made from 0 to 9 cm from the hoop, since the

10   V   profiles    show no sheath   but the presence   of the ·divertor hoops

makes the theory invalid beyond 9 cm.  Case (b), neutral collisions,

provides the best fit, with an r.m.s. error of .32 V.  The r.m.s. errors

of the other four cases are at least twice as large, and are too close

to each other to produce a clear candidate  for a second choice.     The

data and fitted curve are plotted-in.Figure 4.13.

The perpendicular conductivity evidently scales as if due.to

neutral collisions. However,   if  Eq.   (4.26) is evaluated, using  the
10   -3

fitted curve for E, 5 x.10 cm for the plasma density peak, a neutral

11 -3 -15.
density of 10   cm  , a neutral collision cross-section of 5 x 10

2

cm , and the very optimistic estimate that Ti = Te = 4 eV, then the

predicted value of the current in the plasma is - 1 mA. There is .at

least a factor of 50 discrepancy, and worse if the ions are colder.

However, if the inverse of the 10 Usec relaxation time found in

Figure 4..2 is used in place of the neutral collision frequency, the

predicted value of the current.is -70 mA, which is quite consistent..
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4.B.3.  Discussion

Although not analyzed in detail, the density profile (Figure 4.6)

appears to .show. the concave slopes characteristic of diffusion coeffi-

cients with a< .0, rather than the straight slopes of a=O o r convex

slopes of a > 0. This suggests thai different mechanisms are21,22

responsible for diffusion and mobility.  Also, for both polarities of

bias, the net electric field is observed in Figure 4.9 to go to Zero

near the more positive boundary at about the same hoop potentials

(t10 V) where the current saturates.  Given the mechanism for satur-

ation discussed in section A, this is consistent with the ions ·having

larger mobility than the electrons (as they would for neutral colli-

sions), despite their smaller diffusion coefficient (evidenced by the

positive ambipolar potential of the center of the plasma in Figure 4.7).

In this case the ion transport is governed almost entirely by the

electric field, and the perpendicular current is carried by the ions.

23
Similar behavior has been observed by Armentrout for the small

gun plasma where Ti > Te' in which he finds Di < De' but Ui > We 1 0,

despite the Einstein relation.  He concludes that the ion mobility is

due to collisions with turbulence cells formed by electrons, with sizes

of the order  of  the ion gyroradius .    With  such a large cross-section,

the spatial density of such objects need not be large to provide a

greater collision frequency than that due to neutral atoms, and they

could play a similar role in the experiment.

The present observations are also consistent with those of

24
Cavallo,   given a slightly different interpretation.  He used biased,
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levitated, hoops as giant Langmuir probes, to compare with measurements

of plasma loss made with striped collectors on the hoop, and found that  '

ionsaturation current  to the. hoop was not always consistent- with the

hoop  collector flux .measurements. However,   if  Wi  >>  l.le  then. the appli-

cation of a large bias prevents ions from reaching the,more positive

boundary, while not much altering electron transport.  In this case, as

indicated by Eq. (4.14), the electron saturation current to a posi-

tively biased hoop measures plasma loss to the hoop, while .ion satur-

ation current    to a negatively biased   hoor mea sures plasma   loss   to   the

wall. Cavallo measured decreased electron saturation current and

increased ion saturation current when the toroidal magnetic field was

added, which now appears consistent with his collector observations.

that toroidal field inhibits transport to the hoop and enhances trans-

port· to  the  wall.

A direct measurement of a  has also been made on the FM-1 spher-
1

ator, in .a plasma with parameters quite similar to those of the present

25
experiment. The perpendicular conductivity was found to have not

only the.proper scaling for classical ion-neutral collisions, but also

the proper numerical coefficient.  However, there were no anomalous

diffusion effects such as the turbulence cells seen in the octupole, as

shown by the.fact that FM-1's plasma confinement time approached that

due to classical charged-particle collisions.

In conclusion, the spatial distribution of electric field in this

-              experiment is most consistent with a perpendicular zonductivity that

scales as if due to neutral particle collisions.  However, the numeri-

cal coefficient is at least a factor of 50 too large, indicating that
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some other mechanism with similar scaling may be responsible, one

possibility being collisions with turbulence cells.  The density

profile shape seems to indicate a different scaling for the diffusion

coefficient than for the mobility coefficient, suggesting that differ-

ent mechanisms may dominate the two processes.  As predicted in

section A, some electric field does penetrate into the plasma, on the

scale length of the density profile (2 1 cm), rather than on a scale of

the Debye length (5 .1 cm).  This greater penetration would be desir-

able for an ExB divertor.
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CHAPTER 5

ExB DIVERTOR EXPERIMENTS IN THE

ABSENCE OF A MAGNETIC DIVERTOR

It was pointed out in Chapter 2 that the outer edge of the plasma

could be removed by ExB drift alone, without use of a magnetic field

divertor.  In such a case, the motion of plasma to the divertor is

entirely by perpendicular drift, rather than parallel thermal  flow.

This   simplifies the problem   in some respects,   and   two such experiments

were done on the octupole before adding the poloidal magnetic divertor.

Both of the following experiments were done with poloidal field only,

at 2.5 kV on the capacitor bank, corresponding to about 2 kG at the

surface of the outer rings.

5.A.  Poloidal Gap

5.A.1. Introduction

An idea long familiar to experimenters using pulsed machines with

conducting walls is that magnetic field lines can be thought of as

entering the machine through the insulated gap in the wall on the

rising half of the pulse, and departing the same way on the falling

half. Plasma tends  to be "frozen" to field lines,   and   thus  as   the

field falls it is carried along and deposited at the wall near the gap.
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Another way of saying the same thing is that the electrit f'ield associ-

ated with the time-changing magnetic field creates an EXB drift which

takes plasma to t.he gap, and would, if possibles..take·. it:.,O,rit of the

machine through the gap as in a:.divertor. This,provided .the:.,or·iginal

1                                   
            -

motivation for. the ExB divertor concept.

The   question  .of such induct ive electric fields in:,the  presence   of
2

a. plasma was studied by Evans. He has shown that, :in spite o f, the

+ +
assumption that B and consequently the magnetic*vector ,potential A are

axisymmetric, there    is, a non-axisymmetr ic scalar potential 04 which   is

+ +
required to keep.the. tangential component of E,= -V0:-,A equal to zero

at the conducting   wall..      The net electric field   is   suc·h, ·as: tp bring

magnetic .field lines into· the machine· through .the gap· and,· spread them

out  around   the. toroid.«    /reated   as. a dielectric.surrounding·the  hoop,

but not extending .all··the way  to :the wall·,'  the plasma. tends ·So -shield
+

out the :90. part of the,electric field, but not·.the axisymmetric A con-

tribution. Consequently, in the presence of plasma, field lines enter

· ·through the gap, .are distributed azimuthally in the vacuum.region

between the plasma  and  the  wall,  and  then move radially  in.to the plasma .

The process is reversed on.the falling half of .the pulse, so that most

of the azimuthal motion toward the gap occurs in the low-density plasma

near the wall, as desired for a divertor.

3
Other experimenters have noted these electric fields near the gap

4
and their effects on plasma flux to the wall, ..but. it was d.ecided to

repeat the..observation with 'an emphasis.on the·divertor aspect :
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4
5.A.2  Probe Cart and A,corrections

Measurements were taken using a movable cart on the floor of the

octupole, constructed by Drake and described in detail by A. Butcher

Ehrhardt.5  Its location is shown in Figure 5.1, along with items

associated with the second experiment which should be ignored for the

present.  The cart carried a probe with several tips, which could be

pivoted  in the poloidal plane,  so that every 4 surface could be reached

by at least one probe tip, and also carried a striped collector on its

body.  The cart could be moved azimuthally through almost the full 360'

of the toroid, permitt ing azimuthal scans of plasma  flux   to   the   wall,

and probe measurements covering the entire (4, 0) space.  Density and

65potentinl have been shown to be constant along field lines, '  so a

complete map of the plasima is obtainable by this means.

A   major   use   of    the   cart,     in this exper iment    as   well as others,    has

been to measure the eledtric potential structure, which determines the
+ ++

ExB drift in the plasma.  If E can be expressed as -70, since ExB is

s · always normal   to   V0   then EXB drift surfaces  must   be   the   same  as   sur-

faces of constant 0.  In fact, it can be shown that

A A

06*

7 - 'irtit *r - 8 *rl (5.1)

so  in  (*, 8) space  21r0  is a stream function  for  the ExB drift.    In  the

absence of temperature gradients, when the floating potential differs

from  the plasma potential  only  by an additive constant, these state-

ments also apply to the floating potential as measured by the cart
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probe.

A certain amount of confusion has at times surrounded the question

of A corrections to cart probe potential measurements; it is to be

hoped that the following comments will not increase it.  Evans  has

shown that a voltmeter connected between a point P (e.g., a probe tip)

and a point 0 (e.g., the grounding point at the tank wall for the

measuring circuit) should measure a voltage given by

r  4->
V = tp - 00  +  CA ·

di (5.2)

where C is a path of integration 'from P to 0 through the measuring cir-

cuit (see Figure 5.2). (The presence of the probe locally alters the

potential from the plasma potential to the floating potential; 0  then

denotes the floa€ing potential.)  If the circuit is grounded to the

tank at a fixed point while the cart and probe are moved, then in

order to obtain a measurement of the electrostatic potential 0  the

4
integral along C of A must be subtracted from V:

>

*P - 40 =V-  c 1.di-                                   (5.3)

The contribution to the integral due to wires running from the cart to

+
the probe tip is zero, since A has only a toroidal component (and

+
would otherwise be just an additive constant, assuming axisymmetry of B).

Since the wires to the cart run azimuthally along the lid, where   is

well known from flux plot calculations and measurements, and,depends
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8
only on time, the integral is easily calculated.

A different method which has also been used is to ground the

measur ing circuit   at the location   of    the cart (point P') rather   than   at

«            9
a fixed point. Eq. (5.2) still applies, with P' substituted for 0,

and now the integral vanishes.  To be meaningful, however, the measure-

ments must be referred to the potential at a fixed point 0:

0p -0 0=V+ Cep, - 00)
(5.4)

If this correction  (0p,  -  00) is calculated by assuming  70  at  the  tank

wall is azimuthally symmetric except in the gap, as required to keep

+ + 2
E = 0 in the wall if A is azimuthally symmetric,  then Eq. (5.4) is

equivalent to Eq. (5.3), as expected.  (0 , - 0 ) takes a jump across

the gap, compensating for the disappearance of the jump in V due to

moving the ground across the gap.

What results from both of these methods is a measurement of the

electrostatic potential 0 .  The non-conservative part of V has been

removed, allowing countours'of 0 measured around the full 360' of the

toroid to close on themselves.  What remains includes plasma effects

and also a non-axisymmetric contribution due to the changing magnetic

field, so this effect has not been entirely eliminated from the data.

+ +  2
On the other hand, the ExB/B  drift of the plasma depends on the

+ ...

total E, rather than V0.  If it is desired to show the total plasma ExB

motion, a corrected form U (not necessarily conservative) is needed

+                    4                         +
such that VU = -E = 70 + A.  Due to A only having a toroidal component,

it is easy to show that
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U. =0-0
0 + fc-k -aPP

(5.5)
f     •                             ·

=  vp  -  fci  .  31  +  1 c.t  .  Irt

for the fixed ground case, where C' is a contour which goes from point

0 first in a poloidal plane to the 4 position of P, then azimuthally to

P (see Figure 5.2).  Using A0 = 4/2AR,

8e
Up = Vp + (,1'p - WI·:  2A (5.6)

where 88 is the azimuthal angle between 0 and P, 4  is the 4 value at

point P, and *W is the W value at the wall where the wires run, with 9
+

in Webers, and 0=0 a t a perfectly conducting hoop where A must

vanish.

+
It should be emphasized that the approximation that A is axisym-

metric is a good one.  Care was taken to minimize magnetic field errors

in the construction of the machine, and the field errors associated
10

with the poloidal gap have been measured as less than 1%. This

approximation is sometimes confused with the highly non-axisymmetric

electric field at the gap, but there is no contradiction.  An analogy

is the case of a gas being slowly bled into a container:  although the

+ +  2
flow velocity (ExB/B  of field lines) is highly non-uniform, the mass

density (field line density 1£) remains uniform to a good approximation

as long as the speed at the inlet is much less than the sound speed

(speed of light, or Alfvdn speed if a plasma is present).
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5.A.3.  Observations

Measurements were made using the poloidal field with a sinusoidal

waveform rather than crowbarred, in order to obtain large electric

fields at the gap.  The ECRH microwave pulse was turned off at 18 msec

after the start of the magnetic field pulse, shortly before peak field.

Figure 5.3 shows contours of constant floating potential,   with   the

correction of Eq. (5.6) applied, vs. 4 and 0 in the vicinity of the

gap, and plasma flux to the wall for the same range of 8.  At 20 msec

(just before peak field) the dominant feature of the potential con-

tours is an island of -30 V near the gap, which is not well understood.

This is only 2 msec after the ECRH heating pulse, so it could be caused

by hot electrons leaving the confinement region along field lines, due

to the field error associated with the gap; however, no negative

island is seen at other possible field errors such as the 6" bung

located at -30'.  It may also be due to hot electrons hitting the

Teflon insulator   proj ect ing   from   the   gap and charging it negative.

The plasma flux to the wall, also shown in Figure 5.3, is lower at' the

gap than elsewhere, since field lines are still entering through the

gap at about 0.1 of the initial rate (gap voltage = 3.1 V), carrying

plasma away from the gap, for example along equipotentials of -2 and

-4 V.  This effect is also enhanced by the circulation around the

negative island.

By 30 msec the negative island has disappeared and the field is

well into the falling half of the pulse (gap voltage = -8.8 V).  The
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potential contours show ExB drifting field' lines exiting through the

gap. As predicted, most of -the-azimuthal motion occurs near ·the wall

and the electric field is more' nearly axisymmetfic and azimuthal
4

(radial potential countours) near the separatrix.  The.A contribution

to the voltige difference across the 0-range. of  the  plot · at  111        is
sep

calculated to be about 1 V, while the measured difference is about

2.5 V, so the shielding of the 70 contribution is.not tomplete.  Evans'

single rod, sharp-boundary plasma model is different ehough·  from  a   real

octupole plasma to make direct comparison difficult, but this measure-

ment seems to correspond most closely to the degree of shielding in

his case with a dielectric constant of 10.  An average value for the

dielectric constant between 4 and the wall in this experiment is
sep

more on. the order of 100, but, as pointed out in Chapter 4, the

dielectrid. model may not be a good one when the time scale is longer

than: an ion collision time, as it is here. The plasma. flux to' the

wall now has a definite peak at_the gap, showing that plasma is indeed

carried along and deposited there  by  the ExB drift.  .     · . -

At  40 msec, almost  the  end  of the pulse (gap voltage '=  -13.4  V)

the picture is similar, except for the larger electric..field.and the

- rather' puzzling  lack of symmetry across the plane  of  the  gap.  ·  The

plasma flux to the wall now has a sharp peak about 4' wide at the gap.

If the plasma flux to the wall toward the left- and right4hand ends of

the  plot is representative  of the other  300'  of   the  toroid,   then  the.

flux  integrated  from  -4'  to  +4'  accounts- for  over· half of the.total

plasma leaving the machine.-            ·             ·
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These observations demonstrate the ExB divertor-like action of the

poloidal   gap   at    late   t imes    in the magnet ic field pulse.       The   70   part   of

the electric field is at least partially shielded by the plasma, as is

desired to keep the azimuthal drift to a divertor fr9m penetrating into

the central plasma.  As the electric field increases with time, the

majority of·the plasma loss is shifted from the wall at large to a very

localized region, which could be imagined as the entrance to a

divertor's pumping chamber.

5.B.  Biased Fin

5.B.1.  Introduction

In order to perform an experiment in which the electric fields

responsible for the divertor action were independent of other para-

meters and easily variable by the experimenter, a retractable fin was

installed on the upper lid of the toroid. '   Made of 0.010"11,12.13

stainless steel sheet, in its extended position it lay in a poloidal

plane, with its outer edge at 4 A worm gear mechanism allowed itcrit'

to be folded flat against the lid when not in use.  Figures 5.1 and 5.4

show the position of the fin and of the diagnostics used in the exper-

iment.

This fin differs from a conventional limiter, which it super-

ficically resembles, in that it lies parallel to magnetic field lines.

Therefore no great amount of plasma can be lost to it by thermal flow
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along field lines.  However, if one of the octupole rings is given a

positive DC bias potential, there'results a radial electric,field,

causing  an ExB drift  in  the 0 direction, sweeping plasma:toward  the

surface of the fin.   In fact,  as was seen in Chapter. 4, the. electric

field  is not shielded out  in a Debye length,  but most  of  it:·'appears  in

a lkyer near the wall, conveniently where it is needed to take:the

outer edge of the plasma·toward the fin.

Furthermore, the fin itself can be given a DC bias.. .This creates

an ExB drift which circulates around the fin, in the nature of an arti-

ficially induced convective cell similar to, but stronger than, those

which occur naturally  in the octupole.     This   is now combined  with  the

azimuthal EXB drift  due  to the biased  ring.     If.  the  bias  of  the  fin  has

the same sigh as that of the ring, the circulation will be toward the

wall on the side of the fin which is upstream relative to the main

azimuthal ExB drift.  Then when the azimuthally drifting plasma reaches

the fin it will turn and drift toward the wall, as shown in Figure 5.5.

In a true divertor there would be at the base of the fin an entrance to

an external pumping chamber where the diverted plasma would be disposed

of; in this experiment it simply strikes the wall and is neutralized.

As shown in Figure 5.5, there are at least two classes of ExB

drift surfaces (equivalent to surfaces of constant electrostatic

potential) .       When   V · . <V . surfaces of potential V<V passfin ring' fin

between the fin and the. wall, and plasma drifting along them will be

diverted, while surfaces of potential V>V·  pass the fin on the
fin

plasma side unaffected.  The surface V=V then forms a separatrix
fin
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dividing these two classes, analogous to.the magnetic separatrix in a

conventional magnetic field divertor.  When V becomes larger than
fin

the   potent ial anywhere   in the plasma  · (V >V approximately)fin ring

closed potential surfaces begin to appear around the fin, introducing

a third class of drift surfaces, any particles on which will also be

taken to the wall.  Presumably as the fin's potential is raised

further, the drift surface separatrix remains near the ring potential,

and more closed surfaces appear about the fin, with little additional

effect on the rest of the plasma.

The experiment was carried out with the poloidal field now crow-

barred in order to reduce the inductive electric field.  Observations

were typically made 7 msec after the end of the microwave pulse, to

allow any large density or temperature gradients in the plasma to

smooth out.  As indicated in Figure 5.4, the fin was mounted at an

azimuthal position 315' from the poloidal gap.  The outer ring supports

at 318', which could have been an extraneous perturbation on the.be-

havior of the plasma near the fin, were withdrawn manually when data

were taken with the rings supported.  As will be seen, most of the

measurements were localized near the fin and thus were made without

levitating the rings.

Figure 5.6 shows, for reference, profiles of floating potential

and ion saturation current, for a typical DC bias of 40 V on the upper

inner  ring  and  the  f in retracted, measured  with the floating double

probe indicated in Figures 5.1 and 5.4.  Assuming Te = 4 eV, the

density at 4 is calculated to be about 2 X 10 cm  .  The floating10   -3
sep
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potential t profile is similar to those discussed ·.in' Chapter.  4;'  the

6resulting ExB drift speed between ··4     .    and  the: wall  is.:about  2  x.10crit

cm/s, much larger than the. combined. V|B| and curvature drifts of about
4

3 x 10  cm/s.
... .

5.B.2., Variation of .Bias Potentials

The diverted potential contours (ExB..flow ,streamlines)  all pass

through the narrow gap b-etween  the  fin·  and. the  wall.    Due  to ·the

narrowness.of  the  gap  and  to the potential difference: across  .it,   the
plasma there  will  tend  to be charge separated,  .so .the current drawn  by

the· fin provides a crude estimate of .the total flux rf. diverted plasma.

Figure 5..7(a) shows fin current vs. fin bias .for a fixed value of ring

bias.  As Vfin is raised and the drift,separatrix.mo,ves deeper into

the plasma, the amount of diverted plasma increases, as.seen by the

increased fin current.  The increase is not linear since layers of

progressively larger plasma density are. being· diverted. As expected,

. .   it saturates when V exceeds V .  The curve bears a strong resem-fin ring

blance to a Langmuir probe characteristic, but this illusion is dis-

pelled by Figure. 5.7(b).  The fin current at a fixed fin bias is seen

to rise linearly with V .  ; censistent with the fin collecting all
ring

the. plasma carried   to  it  by, the azimuthal ExB drift, which is propor-

tional to V .   (The location. of 'the drift. separatrix does notring

change much .over this plot·,. siflce·V · · >V: '  always.).  If' the posi--fin ring
tively biased fin·,wer.e acting as a simple Langmuir probe drawing
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electron saturation current, the current would decrease rather than

increase as the plasma potential approaches the bias potential.

Next, the fin and ring biases were varied toether, with

V   = 1-5 V . in order to vary the ExB drift speed while keeping
fin -   ring'

the shape of the drift surfaces constant at all bias values.  As shown

in Figure 5.8, the current to the fin again rises approximately lin-

early with the drift speed.  The flux to a collector mounted on the

lid, just on the upstream side of the fin (collector #1) also in-

creases linearly, showing that the plasma flow is indeed diverted

toward the wall.  The flux to a collector on the lid just on the

downstream side (#4) decreases rapidly, as expected.  Sharp density

gradients leading to rapid filling-in behind the fin presumbably

account for the non-zero value for collector #4 at large drift speeds.

A striped collector was also mounted on each face of the fin.

Due t6 the large electric fields and non-ambipolar flux to the biased

fin they did not give reliable measurements when used in the usual way,

and showed a hysteresis effect with varying fin potential due to

14
charging of their insulating substrates. Therefore they were gener-

ally .not used, and to avoid perturbing the electric field, both sets of

stripes on each collector were held at the fins' potential.  When the

net current drawn by the collectors in this mode was measured separ-

ately, it was found to be only 1.5% of that of the entire fin, al-

though they made up about 8% of the surface area.  Since they were

mounted at the edge away from the wall, this is further evidence that

most of the plasma is diverted toward the wall and lost at the base
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of the fin, rather than striking the fin uniformly as if it were just

acting as an obstacle.

Recalling that * surfaces rotate as rigid bodies with-ExB drift,

the average rotation frequency between 4 and the wall can be
crit

estimated from Figure 5.6(a) as (35 Hz/V) V .  The average density
ring

between 9 and the wall can be estimated from Figure 5.6(b) as
crit

2 x 10  cm- 3.  Multiplying these by the circumference of the mid-

2
cylinder, 880 cm, and the area of the fin, 460 cm  (one side only),

gives an estimate for the total plasma fl.ux reachi.g r.he fin by ExB

drift of (4.5 mA/V) V . which is in reasonaule agreement with thering.
measured slopes of Figures 5.7(b) and 5.8(b) of about (3.0 mA/V) V .

ring

Both the fin current and the flux to collector #1 are seen to

saturate for V above about 40 V.  This corresponds to an azimuthal
ring    

rotationperiod of about .7 msec.  From estimates for average plasma

10   -3density of 2 x 10 cm  , plasma density lifetime of 30 msec, confine-

6    3
ment volume of 7 x 10  cm , average density between 4 and the wall

crit
9 -3 5    2

of 2 x 10  cm  , wall area of 4.2 x 10  cm , and average distance from

to the wall of 3 cm, and assuming half the pl-sma goes to thecrit

wall and the other half to the rings, a very rough estimate can be made

for the time taken by plasma to cross from 4 to the wall of .8 msec.crit

Thus the saturation is probably due to the shadow of the fin wrapping

-              all the way around the toroid.

5.B.3.  Density Profiles

Ion saturation current profiles were measured with the floating
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double probe at 330', 15' or about 50 cm downstream from the fin.

V     was fixed at 40 V, evidently the minimum necessary to make a
ring

modification of the density profile extending around the toroid, and

V    was varied.  It should be noted that the floating potential pro-
fin

file at the position of the probe was not noticeably altered by the

presence or biasing of the fin.  Due to the large range of density

from 0 to the wall, it proved most convenient to plot the ion
sep

saturation current in terms of the change from the profile measured

with the fin retracted (but the ring still biased).  As shown in

Figure 5.9(b), although the physical edge of the fin is fixed, the

point at which plasma density drops off moves deeper into the plasma as

V               is   raised,    unt il V reaches V , which is consistent with
fin fin ring

Figure 5.5 and the earlier discussion of it.

The relationship can be made more quantitative by estimating the

drift separatrix to occur at the point where the density is reduced by

20%, and reading the floating potential at this point from the profile

in Figure 5.9(a).  This is then plotted vs. V From Figure 5.5, the
fin'

potential of the drift separatrix is expected to be equal to V for
fin'

V <V As seen in Figure 5.10, the relation is linear with a
fin  -   ring '

slope of 1, as expected.  The offset of 7 V can be accounted for by

noting that plasma potential should have been plotted rather than

floating potential, and the correction for this has the right sign and

order of magnitude.

As the plasma drifts past the fin and plasma outside the drift

separatrix is removed, a large density gradient arises at the drift
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separatrix.  Large amplitude, high frequency (2 20 kHz) fluctuations

are observed in the ion saturation current in the scrape-off zone,

Apparently an instability caused  by the large density gradient. These

probably ·cause enhanced transport, resulting    in   the   non-z ero density

-              observed even a short distance downstream in the scrape-off zone.  (See

Figure 5.9(b), and also Figure 5.11(b) and the discussion of it below.)

Figure 5.9(c) shows the relative amplitude of these fluctuations, only

two representative cases being plotted for the sake of clarity.  With

the fin removed, the fluctuations are low in the confined plasma and

rise at 4 . where the plasma is expected to become unstable.  With
crit'

the fin inserted and biased to 50 V, the fluctuation level rises to 50%

in the scrape-off region, and rises again to 100% at 9  . .
crit

To eliminate the possibility that. the observed reduction of ion

saturation current was due to cooling of the plasma instead of a reduc-

tion of the density, full I-V characteristics of a single-tip probe at

were taken for three cases: (1) fin out and grounded, ring
crit

electrically floating, (2) fin out and grounded. V . = 40 V, (3) fin
ring

in, Vfin - 60 V, and
V = 40 V..The electron temperature was found
ring

12
to be equal within experimental error for all three cases. This is

to be expected since the reduction of ion saturation current is seen

only when biases are applied to remove plasma by ExB drift, but as

mentioned in Chapter 2, this process does not cool the plasma.

5.B.4.       Azimuthal Var iations

Finally, for direct and graphic confirmation of some of the
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foregoing, the cart was used to make detailed maps of potential and

density in the vicinity of the fin, for the particular case of

V    = 40 V V = 60 V.  The probe was at its maximum elevation,
ring '  fin

with the tip used being near the inner nose as in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.11(a) shows contours of constant floating potential

near the fin, with the direction of ExB drift indicated.  The drift

separatrix is seen as the 36.2 V surface, which is close to the value

estimated for Figure 5.10.  Equipotentials of less than 36.2 V are

diverted away from the main body of the plasma, while equipotentials of

greater value pass by unaffected.  Also visible are portions of closed

contours circulating around the fin.  Some indication of a standing

wave is seen on the downstream side, which could develop farther down-

stream into the turbulence seen in Figure 5.9(c).  The drift speed

6
divided by this wavelength gives f - 10  cm/s/20 cm = 50 kHz, which is

the right order of magnitude.

+ ++ 2
If the only plasma motion is due to vE = EXB/B , it can be shown

+
that in steady state, and with VxB = 0, the mass continuity equation

leads to

VIBI   +
YEl.:E=2-1-'--,-Liv (5.7)
p       IBI   E

To the extent that B is uniform in the drift direction surfaces of

constant density n coincide with surfaces of constant potential 0.

Some indication of this is seen in a plot of density contours near the

12
fin   (not shown here), though it is not strictly followed since there
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are other contributions to the plasma motion.  Figure 5.11(b) shows the

results of density·   ( ion saturation current) measurements   over   the   same.

range as Figure·5.11(a), plotted in terms of thp change from the case

with the fin retracted.. Denser ·plasma following diverted equipoten-

tials toward the wall on the upstream side produces a.rise in density.

There is a sharp reduction of density immediately.downstream, rapidly

filling in. to a steady but reduced.profile,  Though a double probe was

not available on the.cart, the alteration of Vf contours due to the fin

is of the order of 10% of V         V     . too small to account for
plasma   probe'

the-observed variation in ion saturation current even if I were pro-         -Oi

portional to V -V rather than saturating.
plasma ·probe

The. divertor region is quite.localized; these contour plots span

only a small range of 0.  However, the influence of the ExB diyertor

on plasma flux to the wall extends all the way around the toroid.

Figure 5.Il(c) shows plasma flux (plotted as change from the case with

the fin retracted) measured by striped collectors on the inner and

outer noses (see.Figure 5.4).. The 8 range of the contour plots is

-     indicated.  ·  The  data.for the contour plots were tai. en  with the rings

supported.but with the outer ring supports at 318° withdrawn, so the

nearest supports  were  on .the inner rings  at  292',   well  out  of  the

-     picture.  However, since the collector data were to. span the entire

3600, they were taken with the rings levitated.  The graph shows an

increase in plasma flux. to the wall just ahead of the fin where plasma

is diverted toward the wall, a ,sharp decrease just behind it, and a

permanent decrease extending around the toroid and gradually filling

in. This is consistent with the other data.
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Filling-in by diffusion following an initial density distribution

given by a step function, as immediately behind the fin, does 
not occur

exponentially, but can be characterized by a time T - £2/40, w
here Z is

15

a characteristic length in the direction of the density gradient. In

the present case T can be replaced by d/v0, where d is a characteri
stic

distance in the 0-direction for filling in behind the fin.  Here the

plasma flux to the wall fills in from almost 100% reduction to 30%

reduction around the circumference of the toroid, and the density pro-

file recovers almost completely, so the circumference of - 1000 cm

seems a reasonable value for d.  Using v0 = 1.5 x 106 cm/sec an
d

2 = 1.5 cm, a typical density scale length in the·bridge region, gives

2
an  estimate  for  D  of  700  cm ./sec, in reasonable agreement  with  more

precise measurements.

5.B.5.  Final Comments

This experiment, using·only externally applied ExB drifts, shows

behavior desired of a divertor:  a decrease in density near the wall

with no deleterious effects on confinement of the dense central

plasma, a localized increase in plasma flux simulating removal of

plasma through a narrow opening in the wall, and reduction of plasma

flux to the wall everywhere away from the divertor region.  These

effects were not seen when either the fin or the ring was not biased,

showing that they were due to the ExB drifts and not simply to the

presence of the fin as a mechanical obstacle.  The position of the
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"divertor separatrix" could be controlled simply by varying the applied

bias potentials.

Density profiles very similar to those of Figure 5.9(b) were also

12
obtained for two other cases: (1) small gun plasma, and (2) ECRH

i plasma, Bt = 400 G at the midcylinder.  The first case shows that the
-

ExB divertor action is not altered by the presence of hot ions, as

expected.  The second case shows that even when field lines intersect

the fin and plasma can be lost to it by parallel flow as with a con-

ventional limiter or magnet ic field divertor, the addition   of   an

applied ExB drift can further reduce the density near the wall.

The data available do not lend themselves to easy comparison with

the prediction of Eq. (1.13) and elsewhere that the density scale
1

length  in a divertor  zone is equal to (Dfd)
2

where  D   is
the perpendi-

cular diffusion coefficient and Td'is the transit time to the divertor.

The semilog profile plots of Figure 5.12, however, show that for a

particular bias case, both without and with Bt' the ExB divertor

approximately halves the density scale length.  Taking a typical value

of D-- = 1000 cm2/s, and T i = 0.7 ms,
the azimuthal rotation period,

gives a scale length of 0.8 cm, in reasonably good agreement with the

measured value of 1.1 cm.  This is nearly equivalent to the filling-in

' calculation above.

-\
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CHAPTER 6

POLOIDAL MAGNETIC DIVERTOR EXPERIMENTS

In order to test the ExB divertor under conditions closer to those

of the tokamak divertor discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, a poloidal

magnetic divertor was installed in the octupole, as described in

Chapter 3.B.  Its location is shown again in Figure 6.1, along with

some of the diagnostics used  in the experiment. As mentioned  in

Chapter 1, either "unload" or "screening" action may be required of a

divertor; since it was not practical to provide pumping for permanent

removal of diverted plasma and incoming impurities the emphasis in the

present experiment   is   on   the "unload" function, namely, taking   out-

wardly diffusing plasma  to the divertor before  it call strike  the  wall.

Most of the data to be discussed below were taken in the hot-ion,

collisionless plasma produced by the small gun, which is expected to

approximate the collisionality of a tokamak reactor plasma.  Some

measurements were also made in the cold, collisional large gun plasma,

since, due to their lower temperature, impurities in a tokamak diver-

tor's scrape-off zone may be in the collisional regime.  The small gun

plasma will be understood if neither is specified·.

The divertor  in 'the ocutpole was first tried with the hoops  in

the triplet configuration.  Although greatly increased plasma density

was measured behind the divertor hoops when they were energized, very

little effect was seen elsewhere in the plasma, either on density
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outside the divertor separatrix or on plasma flux to the wall away

from the divertor. One possible reason  for  this  is the large  "hill"  of

magnetic field strength around the hoops (see Figure 3.6), which could

prevent most particles from reaching the divertor.  However, the diver-

tor also had little effect on the large gun plasma, in which particles       -

should be quickly scattered into the loss cone by collisions, even in

the absence of microinstabilities.  A more likely explanation is the

absence of a plate filling the space between the divertor hoops and the

wall to neutralize the diverted plasma.  (Such plates have been re-

cently added.) Therefore,    the   data   to .be discussed below were taken   in

the single-hoop configuration, where the hoop itself serves as an

obstacle to neutralize the diverted plasma.

The    int ent    was to study a situat ion where plasma could    go    to    the

divertor by both parallel flow and ExB drift, as in the tokamak of

Figure 2.1, so most data were taken with a relatively large ratio of

toroidal to poloidal magnetic field.  A standard configuration was

700 V on the B  bank and 400 V on the Bt bank, giving a "safety

factor"  q of about .7, calculated midway between 4 and 0
sep crit.

Divertor hoop currents will be expressed throughout as fractions of the

current in an outer octupole hoop, for ease of comparison with the flux

plots in Chapter 3.  Observations shown are typically made 6 msec after

gun injection, or 3 msec after peak divertor current.

.

6.A.  Magnetic Divertor Alone

The performance of the divertor without any applied ExB drift will
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be considered first, being both of interest in its own right
 and as a

standard of comparison with the ExB drift.

6.A.1.  Density Profiles

Figure 6.2 shows the effect of the divettor on the &eflsity (ion

saturation current) profile in the small' gun plasma, as measured at the

lower outer octupole hoop, far away from the divertor.  Figure
 6.3

shows the corresponding profiles  for the large  gi:n  plasma.    ·In -both

cases,    as the divertor     curr ent is' raised   and the divertor s'eparatrix

4  moves deeper into the plasma, the profile becomes 'narrow
er, as ex-

pected.

The small gun's collisionless plasma, in the presence'of a tor-

oidal magnet ic field, is governed by Kamimura-Ddwson   diffiision'

-i. ' ·1  2  '
(Den  ), '  while the large gun 's collisional plasma is govetned by

23classical diffusion (Dgn/B ). It was shown previously id Eq. (1.12)

that in a divertor scrape-o'ff zone with constant diffzision coefficient

the density scale length  [VIn(n) ] is given by X = (D T  )2  and this
1 11  ,

kind of scaling can be expected to hold locally for non-constant dif-

fusion coefficients as well.  Therefore in the case of the small gun

plasma the scale length is expected to increase at lower densities,

while iri the case of the large gun plasma it is expedted to decrease

at lower densities. families of density profiles  fot  the twd cases  are

then expected to appear qualitatively different:
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-1D g n D g n

6 (n).   -131,7)
X

In the former case the greatest proportional change in density due to

the divertor is expected to occur near the center of the plasma, while

in the latter case it is expected to occur near the edge, and this is

observed in Figures 6.2 and 6.3.  Near the wall the density scale

length in the small gun plasma becomes constant rather than increasing,

however.  This may indicate a different, density independent diffusion

coefficient scaling in the region where field lines intersect a con-

ducting obstacle.  This would not be surprising, since the diffusion

mechanism in the absence of the divertor, whether Kamimura-Dawson

1                                    2
vortex diffusion  or trapped-ion instabilities,  depends on properties

r
of·  the    ent ire magnetic flux surface. The collisional diffusion    of    the

large gun plasma, on the other hand, depends only on local plasma·

properties, and the divertor is expected to cause no qualitative

change in diffusion.

A typical scale length in the scrape-off region for the small gun

is 1.0 to 1.2 cm. Using T   = ARq/vll = .15 msec, assuming v11 =   cs11

as suggested by the FM-14 and DIVA5 experiments, and Ti = 20 eV, a

value is obtained for D of 104 cm2/sec, in good agreement with other

2
measurements. In the large gun plasma, the scale length at a density        

a factor of 10 below peak density (which turns out to fall in the

scrape-off region, near 4  . )i s typically .6 cm.  Using Ti = .2 e Vcrit
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then  leads  to a value  for .D  of 250 cm2/sec, which  is  in good· agree-

ment with the theoretical value.for' the classical diffusion coeffi-
11   -3          2

cient at n = 10 cm   of 150 cm /sec.

These  «have  all ·been qualitative .arguments .and consistency checks;

-                       a more realistic calculation for the. normal mode ,shape of the profile

could be carried out using the same ·techniques as in the diffusion
6

coefficient studies which have been done on the octupole. In parti-

cular, this could help answer the. question of whether the diffusion
actually.'changes  to a Bohm-like, density-independent coefficient  in

the scrape-off region  of the small gun plasma.

6.A.2. Floating Potential Profiles .

Shown in Figure 6.4 are.floating.potential profiles for.the cases

of no divertor current, and a typical normalized divertor current of

.1, giving a divertor separatrix of *d = 6.6, about midway from the

octupole separatrix W    to W The two profiles are qualitatively
sep cr it

the same, the only difference being the location of the point where

the slope. changes sign.· Though not plotted here, the potential in the

central region obeys· the ambipolar relationship ment ioned in Chapter

3.B.1 (and references cited therein).  As was mentioned there,·close

to the wall, where field lines ihtersect the conducting. divertor hoops,

the diffusion need no longer be ambipolar.  In fact, in this region

2  6  cm  from· the octupole  hoop  with the divertor  and  2  9 cm. without,
the electric field changes 'sign..  This is consistent with the divertor
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7
theory of Boozer  which, while derived·under assumptions somewhat

different from the present plasma, may still have some validity.  He

predicts that most electrons, due to their larger thermal speed, will

be lost to the divertor in a narrow layer near the divertor separa-

trix, while the ions will be lost to the divertor over a much wider          -

region.  If this is true, since electron flow parallel to field lines

is very sensitive to electrostatic potential, the electron outflow

must occur at a minimum of the potential, such as is observed at the

divertor separatrix here.  Electrons must be present in the outer

region of the divertor as well, in order to provide charge neutrality,

but these are expected to be stagnant, and colder than the electrons

in the main plasma, so some of the rise in floating potential seen

here could also be a temperature effect.  A very similar floating

potential profile has been observed in the divertor experiment in the

8
DC machine.

6.A.3.  Confinement Time

As the divertor separatrix moves inward with increasing divertor

current, the confinement region becomes narrower and hence the

confinement time becomes smaller.  For both small gun and large gun

plasmas, the confinement time decreases until the normalized divertor

current reaches about .18.  This is the point at which the divertor

separatrix crosses the octupole separatrix and enters the private flux

of the upper inner octupole hoop.  Presumably confinement times
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measured in the upper inner hoop's private flux would cpntinue to

decrease,   but   as   far  as the other three  hoops are concerned, common

flux is in the scrape-off region and private flux is not, so the

effective divertor separatrix coincides  with the .octupole separatrix.

-                   Simple dimensional analysis suggests that as the width d of the

confinement region is varied, the confinement time should scale as

2
d

T - D (6.1)

In fact, a simple slab model for, normal mode decay with constant
-

diffusion coefficient has the exact solution 

2
d

T=2 .  (6.2)
AD

Lifetimes were measured for the small gun plasma, using the

Fabry-Perot microwave interferometer to eliminate the T2 dependence of

probe measurements.. Figure 6.5 shows a log-log plot of the confine-

ment time vs. width of the confinement region, which is taken as the

distance in 9-space from the octupole hoops to the calculated position

,o f the divertor separatrix.  Only points where 4 >4 are plotted.
d    sep

In the.case where the octupole hoops are levitated, a line of

slope  2  f its  the data quite  well.     In the supported  case the depen-

dence on d is weaker, since Eqs. (6.1-2) consider only diffusion to

the boundaries of the plasma, and not losses to internal obstacles.

Using Eq. (6.2) with the levitated data, with distance converted to
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cm in the bridge region, gives a value'for D of 103 cm2/sed.' This is
an average value representaiive of the confinement regi6n,  and thus  is

consistent with the value of 104 cm2/sec obtained earlier for the

-1
scrape-off region and a D e n scaling law.

6.A.4.      Plasma' Flux   to   Wall

Striped collectors were used to determine the efficacy of the

divertor in reducing plasma  flux  to  the  wall. As shown previously  in

Eq.  (1.17)<  in a simple slab model the plasma flux reaching the wall

is expected to vary with the position of the divertor separatrix as

r     =r  e-W/A, where r  is the flux crossing the divertor separatrix,wall   o

w is the distance from the divertor separatrix to the wall, and X is

the density scale length in the scrape-off region.  For a quantitative

plot   of this relationship, a collector  on  the  edge  of the outer  nose

was chosen as the best representative, since this is the portion of

the wall' which  proj ects farihest   into the plasma in 4-space,   and   in

the absence of the divertor most of the plasma loss to the wall is

found to occur at the noses.  As the divertor current is varied the

flux crossing the divertor separatrix does not remain constant, but

can be estimated as proportional to n /T, where n  is the density at

     and T is the measured lifetime (if support losses are ignored).
sep

At each.value of divertor current, if the striped collei:tor's signal

is divided by n /T, a quantity proportional to the ratio of plasma

reaching   the  wall to plasma  crossing the divertor - separatrix   is

obtained.

1
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Figure 6.6 shows semi-log plots of the outer nose collector

current divided by n0/T,
in arbitrary units, as-a,function of the posi-

tion of the divertor separatrix..  In Figure 6.6(a), small gun data

with the octupole hoops both supported and levitated are virtually

identical, showing that plasma loss in the scrape-off. region is indeed

dominated by the divertor rather than by hoop supports, justifying the

validity of taking most data in the supported mode. The value of X

obtained from the plot is .77 Dories, or about 1.5 cm in the bridge

region, as compared to the value of 1.1 cm obtained from the ion

saturation current profiles discussed above.  Figure 6.6(b) shows

similar data for the large gun plasma.  The value of X here is .46

Dories, or about .9 cm, as compared to the value of .6 cm estimated

from the ion saturation current profiles near 9 .  In both cases
crit

the scale length obtained from the profiles is shorter by about the

same factor; this could be due to cooling of the plasma in the scrape-

off region.

As the divertor current is raised and the plasma flux to the wall

is  diminished,. the plasma  flux  to the divertor region increases.

Various objects intercept the plasma, including the divertor hoops,

their supports,.and the wall behind the hoops, since some of the

diverted field lines soak into the wall, as was seen in Chapter 3.B.

Figure 6.7 shows flux to a collector mounted behind the divertor

hoops, plotted in the same way. as in Figure 6.6  The outermost diverted

field lines penetrate the wall here due to soak-in, so plasma  on these

.field lines will reach this collector.  The flux to the collector
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rises by a factor of 20 before saturating when Wd crosses 9sep

though the rate at which it rises is not a simple function of the

divertor durrent, since the position  of the collector in 4-space

changes. Rotated about the major  axis  to  form  an axisymmetric strip,

this collector would account  for only about  1%  of the plasma  loss.

Evidently most of the diverted plasma is lost by striking the divertor

hoops before diffusing  as  far  as  the  field · lines intersecting  this

collector, as expected, but this measurement does show that there is a

large increase in plasma flux to the divertor region while the wall

flux is being reduced everywhere else.

6.A.5.  Fluctuations

It would be highly undesirable if the presence of a divertor

created instabilities   in the plasma, leading to enhanced transport   in

the divertor region.  No evidence of this appears in the data dis-

cussed above, but as a check, the fluctuations in the ion saturation

current signal were examined.  The divertor is found to actually sup-

press fluctuations  in the region outside the octupole separatrix.

This could be due to the average-minimum-B stabilizing effect of the

additional magnet ic separatrix, or perhaps more likely   due   to   the

short-circuiting of fluctuating electric fields on magnetic ·field

lines which intersect the divertor hoops. Figure 6.8- shows amplitude

and frequency of fluctuations at 8·cm from the lower outer octupole

hoop, as a function of divertor current.  The amplitude drops from
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about 4% to 1%, reaching the lower value at the point where the probe

begins to fall within the scrape-6ff zone. There appears to be no

systematic change in the frequency of the fluctuations, and so prob-

ably no change in their fundamental character.

These observations indicate that the octupole poloidal magnetic

divertor operates in a manner identical to that envisioned for a

similar divertor in a tokamak.

6.B.  Divertor with Applied ExB Drift

The divertor's performance as a conventional magnetic divertor

having been characterized, a radial electric field was added to create

an ExB drift with poloidal component, and its effects on the quanti-

ties discussed in the preceding section were examined.  The divertor

current was fixed for this part of 'the experiment at a normalized

value of .1, providing a divertor separatrix at *d = 6.6, about midway

between 4 and W
sep crit

6.B.1.  Electric Field

There  are a number of possible ways to apply the electric field
The .simplest and "cleanest" would probably be to bias one of the

octupole hoops,.as in the biased fin experiment (Chapter 5.Bj, but

with the resulting ExB drift now having a large poloidal component

due  to the large toroidal magnetic field.      This  'was  not done, however,
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in the spirit of simulating a tokamak, which has no such· electrode

conveniently embedded in the plasma.

Another possibility was to bias the outer divertor hoop positive

and the inner divertor hoop negative with respect to the vacuum tank

wall, to try to simulate the segmented, biased walls of Figure 2.1,

creating an ExB drift toward the divertor from both sides.  When this

was tried, however, it was found that, due.to the much larger mobility

of electrons parallel to magnetic field lines, the 4 surfaces in con-

tact with the two hoops took on a potential near that of the posi-

tively biased hoop, rather than having a potential distribution anti-

symmetric across the minor  axis  of the divertor. Since the octupole

hoops, which  form the opposite boundary   for. the ·plasma, were electri-

cally floating, the .interior of the plasma also assumed this positive

potential.

Consequently, the configuration chosen for most study was one in

which the middle divertor ·hoop is biased positive and the two other
divertor hoops are gounded.  Since the divertor separatrix intersects

the middle hoop, the interior of the plasma is again raised to the

positive potential, and now the electric field region extends from the

divertor separatrix to the wall.  A typical floating potential profile

for this case is shown in Figure 6.9(a), along with a profile for the

case without bias. The electric field  in the interior. of the' plasma

is the same. for both cases, and the large electric-field. in the case

with the divertor hoop biased appears in the scrape-off regibn, as

desired. .This imparts a drift to the outer layer of plasma, causing
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it to travel poloidally to the divertor, as shown schematically in

Figure 6.9(b).  This configuration then resembles most closely the

segmented, biased neutralizer plate mentioned in Chapter 2.A,.or

Braginskii's segmented, biased limiter mentioned in Chapter 2.B.

-                  Since the electric field does not penetrate into the central

plasma, it is expected to have very little effect on confinement.

Particle lifetimes measured with the Fabry-Perot microwave interfero-

meter, as shown in Figure 6.10, have a slight downward trend as the

electric field is increased.  However, the change is only about 10% at

a bias of 100 V, which is much larger than is required to make

significant changes   in the scrape-off region,   as   will   be   seen.

6.B.2.  Density Profiles

The density profile, as measured by a floating double probe, shows

a noticeable decrease in scale length in the scrape-off region when the

electric field is applied, while remaining unchanged in the confinement

region,   as' seen in Figure  6.11. To eliminate the possibility  that   this

is simply due to particles being accelerated parallel to magnetic

field lines by the electric field, the measurement was repeated with no

toroidal field.      In   this   case   the E>(B drift   has rio poloidai component,

while) effects  due to parallel motion should be enhanced: due  to' the

shorter path length along field lines  to the divertor.     As  seen  in

Figure 6.12, the scale length is. unchanged by application of the

electric field. · The results are summarized in Figure 6.13, which

shows the scale length (calculated between 6 and 9 cm from the hoop)

as a function of time. At all times the electric field reduces the
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scale length in the presence of Bt' but not when B  = 0, indicating

that the reduction  is  due  to  the ExBt drift.    In the absende 'of

electric field, the smaller scale length  when   B    =   0  is   consistent   with

the shorter path length to the divertor.  The distance particles must

travel parallel to field lines to go once around poloidally (and reach

the divertor) is

Lll =  B f (6.3)
P

where dZ is an element of distance in the poloidal direction.  When

Bt = 0, this is just

L   =  d£=4.8 m (6.4)11

When B  =B  R/R> >B, the integral becomest    to 0       p

, di 2  2 -1, 2  2
L        -   B      R  6  -  +   (28        R     )      pR  B.    di   =.8.0 m .(6.5)11

-
to o' RB to  o        p

P

where the integrals are evaluated   at  4  6 7 Dories, ·using tabulated

10values      and the present ratio  of  Bt  to  B '. ·Other.things being equal,
P

1

,  the density ·scale length in the scrape-off region varies as Llli, pre-
dicting a ratio of scale lengths between the two cases of 1.3, while

the observed ratio varies between 1.3 and 1.6.  From Eq. (6.5),

if   T.   =   20   eV   and   the   flow   is   at   half   the ' ion acoust ic speed,    the
1

average time for a particle to reach the divertor by parallel flow
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is    .1 8   msec.

In the presence of a toroidal magnetic field, the expression

analogous to Eq. (4.24) for the poloidal rotation frequency due to ExB

drift is

f...  1EL  [BtoRo     ... L +  (21rB    R  )-1(68  de] -1  =    81
  (6.6)

-r         d              2'Ir                                                                    t o 0 'P dtRB
P

evaluated at * =7 with the present ratio of Bt to B.  Note that when
P

Bt >> B , an approximate expression is <pz q:ld(D/d*, where q is the

„                                                            "
safety factor. From the profile of Figure 6.9, the maximum electric

field  in the scrape-off region is given by d$/d4  =  (70  secrlv-1)  V
hoop

The time for half a poloidal rotation at V = 20 Volts is then about
hoop

.44 msec.  The constant electric field model of Chapter 2.D predicts

a reduction of the density scale length due to the ExB drift by a
1

factor (1 + T  /T )-i  as stated in Eq. (2.17).  In the present case
11  E   '

this predicts a reduction of X by a factor of .85 for a 20 Volt bias,

and    .75   for   a   40  V bias; which are reasonably close   to the values   seen

in Figure 6.13.

Chapter  2.D also presented a model in which the electric 'field  was

inversely proportional to the density.  This was observed to be the

case in the experiment of Chapter 4 where the octupole hoop was biased,

but may not hold here where field lines intersect conducting obstacles.

Nevertheless, the scrape-off region of the profiles in Figure 6.11

-1resembles at least qualitatively those predicted by the E 0 n model

(see  Figure  2.5)  in  that the reduction in density and scale length  is
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much sharper near the wall than elsewhere, particularly for the larger

electric field.  If this.model is more nearly correct, it would account

for the fact that there is very little change in scale length between

the 20 V and 40 V cases, especially at later times when Ti has de-

creased and the ExB divertor action becomes more dominant.

6.B.3.  Plasma Flux to the Wall

Striped collectors were again used to measure the plasma flux

reaching  the  wall  as the' electric field was varied. The constant

electric field model predicts that the ExB drift will reduce the flux to

the wall by a factor

r (E) .-1    -1
w       =  e-w(X',   - A ) (6.7)

rwco)

where w is the distance from the divertor separatrix to the wall, X is

the density scale length without applied electric. field,   and
1

X' = 1(1 + T  /T )-2.  In the low electric field limi4 TE„ Tll' this11  E

becomes

rw(E) Wrll
hoopl (6.8)

V

rw(o) = exp[- ·A2T ] z exp[.-· 25 V

This agrees reasonably well with the semilog plot of collector current

vs. hoop bias voltage shown in Fig. 6.14(a), which is linear, .as

predicted, with a slope of.about 17 V for both supported and levitated
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cases. The plasma flux  to  the  wall  decreases by about a factor  of  5  to

6 before leveling  off.    In the constant electric field· model above,   in

the large electric field limit, TE << Tll'
the dependence' changes to

r (E)
w.Tll   .2

rw(o) " expt- r(TE ) 1 (6.9)

and the weaker dependence on E could account for the leveling off.  The

transition is expected to occur when T at about V
hoopE - Tll'

= 40 V in

the present case, which agrees with the observation.  This leveling off

-1is predicted even more' strongly by the model using E g n (see Figure

2.4).  Collectors in other locations away from the divertor show simi-

11
lar behavior.·

To check that this result is due to ExB drift rather than acceler-

ation by the electric field parallel to magnetic field lines, the

measurement was repeated with no Bt.  Again, this should eliminate the

poloidal component of ExB drift while shortening the path for parallel

motion. As shown in Figure 6.14(a) there is no systematic reduction

of plasma flux to the collector in this case.

Plasma flux'to the upper lid collector behind the divertor at first

increases  with  the  hoop  bias,   with a characteristic voltage comparable

to  that  of the decrease in flux to other parts   of   the wall, showing

that plasma is being brought to the divertor.  At higher bias voltages

the collector signal decreases again; presumably this is because of the

fact that as X' becomes shorter, more of the plasma is removed near the

divertor separatrix, and consequently is lost to the divertor hoops
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before reaching the wall surface behind the hoops.

As mentioned in Chapter 3.C.5, it was considered less perturbing

to. the plasma. to allow the collector  and its measuring circuit   to

float electrically rather than holding the average potential of the

two  sets of stripes at ground potential. The large electric fields
and large flows of plasma parallel to magnetic field lines make this

a much less benign environment than that in which Cavallo's testing

12of the collectors was done. Consequently, the validity of these

collector measurements in the presence of the hoop bias may be open

to some question.  It is observed that with the hoop bias at 20 V

the outer wall collector circuit floats at +1.5 V, which could pro-

duce the results of Figure 6.14(a) by repulsion of ions if Ti were low

enough at the wall.  However, similar measurements made with the aver-

age potential of the collector stripes at ground show an ion current

very similar in magnitude and time dependence to the current measured

with the collector floating, and again  show a decrease  in ion current

as the hoop voltage is raised.  The decrease was not as great at that

seen with the collector floating, but in this case it evidently cannot

be attributed to repulsion of ions.  As mentioned in Chapter 3.C.5,

grounding the center of the collector: circuit is not necessarily the

correct  way  to  make the measurement either·. However, the similarity  of

the two measurements .lends credence to the conclusion of an actual

reduction of ion flux .to the wall, as does the absence of the effect in

the absence of. Bt.
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6.B.4.  Plasma Flow Velocity                           ·

In order to obtain more direct evidence for the effect of the

applied· electric field on plasma transport  to the divertor,   it  was

desired to measure the directed flow velocity of the plasma·. Localized

measurements were made with a paddle probe, as described in Chapter

3.C.2.  By taking data with the probe in two orientations rotated 900

with respect to each other, the two components of the velocity parallel

to   the  wall were obtained:      the 8 (toroidal) component   and,    to   the

extent that field lines at th4 point of measurement are parallel to

the wall, the X (poloidal) co ponent.  Ion saturation current to the

two sides of the probe was measured, and Eq. (3.16) was used to obtain
+

the two components of v/cs' under the assumption that Ti > Te.  Spot

checks made by rotating ·the probe through 360' at small intervals con-

firmed the validity of the more abbreviated measurement.

Figure 6.15 shows profiles of velocity vectors obtained in this

way at the lower outer octupole hoop, for three cases.  Note that the

coordinate system has been rotated to make the direction of B  upward,
P

although in the octupole it points downward at the outer wall.  There-

fore the shorter poloidal distance from the probe to the divertor is

upward in the machine but downward in the figure.  Also shown for

reference are profiles of the ion saturation current obtained by

averaging the four measurement quadrants.  The reductions of scale

length by addition of the magnetic divertor and then addition of the

ExB drift can be seen.
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The case without divertor is dominated by a velocity at about 45°

to B, and increasing with the density gradient.  The ion diamagnetic

drift, which is always present  when a density gradient exists,   is
+

given by -Vpi x 8/82...The perpendicular component of the observed ion

fluid velocity has the right sign, and the observed magnitude

(1.4 x 106 cm/sec assuming T  = 20- eV) is consistent .with the calculated

magnitude of the,diamagnetic drift (2 x 106 cm/sec if Ti = 20.eV).  The

ExB drift due to the ambipolar electric field has the same direction,

but is about a factor of 5 smaller in magnitude., The parallel com-

ponent of the observed fluid velocity is not as easy to explain, but as

mentioned· in Chapter      4.A.2, ExB drifts. through regions of varying

magnet ic field strength   give   rise to parallel flows which   tend   to

equalize pressure on a magnetic. flux surface. This could be the origin

of the parallel velocity component seen here, since the sign is such as  ,

to make the net flow more nearly toroidal so that it does not pass

through regions of varying field strength; the.magnitude of the parallel

component, however, is·larger than might be expected.

The effects of adding the magnetic divertor and the ExB drift are

perhaps better seen in Figure 6.16, which shows the results of sub-

tracting veloc ity vectors. to obtain the increments   due · to these   two

changes.  Also, if the random flux to the two faces of the probe re-

sults in a spurious contribution to the velocity due to asymmetries

between  the two faces, this subtraction removes   it to fir.st order.

The addition of the magnetic divertor results in a small
+

velocity increment (S .2 cs) essentially parallel to B in the
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scrape-off-zone.  The magnitude is small since this is close to the

point poloidally opposite the divertor, where the parallel velocity

would be expected  to  go  to zero. Addition  6f the' applidd electric

field gives rise to a large (5 cs) velocity increment, mainly perpen-
+

dicular to B, which is largest near 9   ' where E is largest; the
crit

magnitude and direction are consistent wi€h the ExB drift due 'to the

applied electric field.  There is also a parallel component to this

increment which tends to keep the poloidal component smaller, as;dis-

cussed above.

Figure 6.17 shows the' corresponding density  and   ion flow velocity

vector   prof iles betwedn the upper inner octupole   hoop   and   the  'lid;   this

location is about 20 cm from the divertor on the side upstream rdlative

to the applied ExB drift.  Here the density takes a sudden drop at

*crit with the divertor off and at *d with the divertor on, and the

density seems to be lower on diverted field lines than at the lower  '

'

outer hoop.  This can be compared to the one-dimensional model of a

divertor in Chapter 1.B.2, which predicts the density to drop by a
1                                                                                                                                                  -

factor of e-2 - .61 along diverted field lines.  From this figure and

Figure 6.18, which shows the incremental velocity vectors, it can be

seen that the flow to the magnetic divertor is mainly parallel and

rises quickly outside the divertor separatrix to about .6 cs' in

reasonable agreement with the theoretical prediction of cs and the

values measuted in other experiments4,5 of .3 to .5 cs·  Addition

of the electric   f ield results   in  no new poloidal component of velocity

(except very close to the lid).  This probably occurs because, as the
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perpendicular component increases  with  the ExB drift, the parallel

component decreases due to repulsion of ions by the positively biased

hoop.  The repulsion of ions by the parallel component of electric

field does not mean that the divertor no longer removes ions, as seen

by the fact that the poloidal component of ion flow is not diminished.

Although ions can no longer go to the middle divertor hoop,.the ExB

drift in the vicinity of the hoop tends to circulate plasma around it,

bringing ions to field lines which intersect the other two.divertor

hoops or the lid, leading to their rapid loss.  On the. outermost field

lines, closest to the lid, the poloidal component of ion flow is in-

creased by the hoop bias, due to both ExB drift and the parallel com-

ponent  of the electric field,  but the density,  is  very  low  here.

It can be concluded that near the divertor, parallel flow plays an

important role even in the case with applied EXB drift, due to the

parallel component of the electric field.  However, far away from the

divertor the ExB drift is a significant factor.in the rate at which

plasma goes to the divertor, increasing the poloidal component of flow

by a factor of 2 or more.

6.B.5.  Fluctuations

In order to check that the applied electric field and accompanying

velocity shear do not introduce any damaging instabilities, fluctuations

in density (ion saturation current) were examined with a probe 8 cm

from the lower outer octupole hoop.  This position is near the middle
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of the scrape-off zone, at a -region of substantial EXB velocity

magnitude and shear (see the' potential profile of Figure 6.9 and the

measured velocity profile of Figure 6.15).

As shown in Figure 6.19(a), the relative amplitude of the fluctu-

at,ions is essentially constant as a function of the applied electric

field . The frequency  was est imated from oscilloscope traces;   in   all

cases there was a dominant frequency component in the 10-20 kHz range,

and in some cases a second component at three times the frequency

could be discerned.  These are p16tted in Figure 6.19(b).  Both fre-

quencies increase linearly with electric  f ield, consistent  with  a

Doppler shift.  In fact, it can be seen by comparing Figures 6.15(b)

and·(c) that a 20 V bias increases the fluid velocity at this point

by   about a factor   of   1.5   over  ·the case without   bias,   and   the   fre-

quency of the flucutations shows the same increase, which is consis-

tent with the phase velocity of the waves being the same as the ion

fluid velocity.  The electric field cannot easily be reversed, since

when the hoop is biased negative the plasma tends to remain near

ground potential.  However, both frequency components can be extra-

polated to zero frequency at a bias of about -50 V.  From the profile

of Figure 6.9(a),'the extrapolated -ExB drift speed   at   -50   V is about

-10 V/am/500 G = -2 x 106 cm/sec, so the phase velocity of the waves

with no applied electric field must be 2 x106 cm/sec.  As noted

before, this is·the calculated magnitude and direction 'of the ion

diamagnetic drift. This gives wavelengths perpendicular  to  B  of

about 250 cm and 80 cm for the two frequency components.  All these
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observations are consistent with the mode identified by Drake as a

collisionless trapped ion instability·.2

Since the amplitude of the fluctuations does not increase, and the

change in frequency is consistent with a Doppler .shift of existing

waves,  it seems safe to conclude. that .application of the electric

field does not give rise to any new instabilities.

6.B.6.  Temperature

It was predicted in Chapters 1.B.2 and 2..A that a magnetic diver-

tor  should  have a cooling effect  on the electrons, while  an EXB diver-
tor should not.  To check this, the electron temperature was determined

from I-V characteristics of two single-tip probes, one at the octupole

separatrix (5 cm from the lower outer octupole hoop) and the other in

the middle of the scrape-off region (8 cm from the lower outer hoop),

for three cases.

The scrape-off zone .(8 cm) measurements are shown in Figure 6.20.

Te  at the' separatrix  is not plotted, being  the  same  for all three

cases and. about the same as the 8 cm data without the divertor shown

here.  After an initial decay, Te in the scrape-off zone flattens out

at about 4 eV with the divertor off, but at about 2 eV with the

divertor on.  If the electrons leaving the central plasma have an

average energy of (3/2)kT each and electrons lost to the divertoreo

carry an average energy of. 6kTel  each (see Chapter  2.A)  then a simple

energy balance dictates Tel = Teo/4,'as compared to the observed
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values T   =T  /2.
el    eo

When the electric field is applied Te returns almost to its

original value. .In Chapter 2.A it was pointed out that if plasma is

taken to the divertor only by ExB drift there will be no cooling

effect.  However, in the present case the lack of cooling is more

likely due to the·positive bias on the divertor hoops which results in

parallel acceleration of electrons rather than retardation, and hence

no cooling.

Ion temperature was measured at the octupole separatrix with a

skimmer probe, but the low density in the scrape-off region prevented

a reliable measurement there.  Figure 6.21 shows'Ti at the'octupole

separatrix for the same three cases.  The magnetic divertor causes no

cooling, but there may be some cooling in the case with applied

electric field.  With a positive bias on the divertor.hoop, the

cooling could be due to the same mechanism which cools the electrons

in a conventional divertor.

6.C.  Summary

Operated without applied electric field, the divertor behaves as

expected.  The plasma density and density scale length are reduced in

the scrape-off region due to the flow of plasma to the divertor, by an

amount consistent with theory.  Floating potential profiles suggest a

non-ambipolar nature for the transport in the scrape-off zone.  Al-

though the divertor hoops act as a limiter even when not energized and
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thus account for the loss of most of the plasma diffusing toward the

wall, the plasma flux to the wall is further reduced by a factor of 5

to 10 when a current in the divertor widens the scrape-off zone, and

the amount of reduction is consistent with theory.  This is the desired

"unload" function of the divertor, but a 'price is paid in decreased

confinement time due to the narrowing of the confinement region.  The

fact that all the foregoing effects occur in a manner consistent with

simple divertor theory indicates that there is no anomalous increase of

perpendicular transport   in the divertor' s scrape-off zone, which would

be undesirable; this is also supported by the observation that fluctu-

ations are suppressed rather than enhanced in the scrape-off zone.

It proved possible to apply a radial electric field across the

scrape-off zone, and restricted to it, thereby producing no deleterious

effects on confinement of the central plasma.  When the electric field

is applied, the density and density scale length in the scrape-off
\

zone are further reduced, by an amount consistent with theory.  The

plasma flux to the wall is also further reduced by a factor of 5, in

reasonable agreement with theory.  That these effects are due to ExB

drift is demonstrated in two ways:  by the absence of the effects in

the absence of a poloidal component of ExB drift, and by direct

measurements of ion flow velocity.  The latter show that parallel flow

and parallel electric fields are important in the vicinity of the

divertor, but far away the ExB drift dominates.  No new instabilities

are introduced by the application of the electric field.  Cooling of

electrons in the scrape-off zone of a conventional divertor is
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predicted and observed,. but does not occur -when the electric field is

applied, in agreement with, prediction.

.-
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CHAPTER 7 ...

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

This thesis has attempted to demonstrate the feasibility of             -

using externally applied ExB drifts to augment or replace the parallel

flow of a magnetic field divertor.  The emphasis in the experiments is

necessarily on the reduction of plasma flux reaching the wall rather

than on screening of incoming impurities.  There is also some theoret-

ical basis for believing that the ExB divertor may be more effective

for the unload function, since the largest electric field and most

rapid rate of removal of plasma will occur where the plasma density

is low, while the screening function requires a relatively large

plasma density integrated across the scrape-off region.

The first of the two main experiments involved removal of the

outer layer.of the plasma by ExB drifts alone,·using the biased fin.

The existence of a drift surface separatrix, analogous to the magnetic

separatrix of a conventional divertor, was confirmed both by direct

measurement of electrostatic potential contours and by its effect on

the density profile,   and its position could be manipulated through

the magnitudes of the applied electric fields.  Despite the fact that

this divertor was localized at a single azimuthal position, and the

physical obstacle extended only to 9 radially and less than acrit                                    •

quarter of the minor circumference of the toroid poloidally, it was

able to produce an appreciable reduction of plasma flux to·the wall
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everywhere in the machine.  The ampunt of diverted plasma collicted

by the. fin was consistent with the calculated value. As ,expected, it

had no cooling effect on the plasma.  This experiment, then, showed

that externally applied ExB drifts could indeed be, used to skim off

the outer layer of plasma   at   a spec ified location, reducing   the

density near the wall and the plasma flux to the wall elsewhere,

with no deleterious effect on confinement of the central plasma,

as  desired  for an "unload" divertor.

That the reduction of plasma flux to the wall was not greater

was undoubtedly due to the localized nature of the divertor and the               

rapid filling-in  of the density  prof ile behind  it.    This f illing-in

process is one question which could have been. given further study;

the evolution of the density profile downstream from the fin could

have been measured over a wider variety of circumstances and compared

with either a two-dimensional, steady-state calculation or a one-

dimensional, time-dependent calculation.  This would likely provide

insights not only about the behavior of a localized E>(B .divertor of
this type, but also about diffusion  processes in the octupole.

Although demonstrating the general principle, the biased fin

experiment differed in many respects from the ExB divertor envisioned

for a tokamak, lacking axisymmetry and a competing process of plasma

removal by parallel flow.  The latter difference was addressed

briefly by the addition of a weak toroidal magnetic field with

results very similar to the case with poloidal field only, which

was encouraging.  Rather than pursue this aspect, however, the
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full-fledged poloidal divertor was constructed.

The second of the two main experiments, then, concerned the

poloidal magnetic divertor.  The octupole was now operated with a

relatively large ratio   of . toroidal to poloidal magnetic field

(q = .7), in order to simulate more closely a tokamak's magnetic

field conf iguration. This experiment was subdivided into studies

of the divertor's behavior as a conventional magnetic divertor,

and of the effects of an externally applied ExB drift.  The addition

of the poloidal divertor was almost equivalent to building a new

machine  in the large number  of · questions and possible lines  of

research which were opened, many of which had to be left unexplored.

Operated as a conventional divertor, without any applied ExB

drift, the divertor's effect on confinement in the central region

seemed to agree with the prediction of a simple slab model, de-

creasing the confinement time as the width of the confinement

region was decreased.  The divertor reduced plasma flux to the wall

by an order of magnitude or more, with a simultaneous increase in

plasma  flux  to the immediate  vicinity  of the divertor, as expected

and desired. The observed reduction of flux to the wall was in

agreement with a simple model using a constant diffusion coefficient,

as seemed to be the case with the observed density profile and its

constant scale 'length (at least for the small gun plasma) in the

scrape-off region.  It should be noted that even when not energized

the divertor hoops acted as a limiter, already collecting most of

the plasma leaving the confinement region.  If they were located
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outside  the main chamber  as  in  a real divertor, the reduction  of

plasma flux to the wall for the divertor separatrix at a given

position would be much greater.

Rather than the simple slab models used here, it would be an

interesting extension of the diffusion coefficient studies which

have been done in the octupole to repeat those calculations with

a   var iable boundary location, corresponding    to the divertor

separatrix, and attempt to predict the exact density profile

shape and confinement time. Transport in the divertor's scrape-

off zone is likely to differ from that in the confined plasma; in

fact, it need not even be ambipolar.  The study of such transport

under various plasma conditions, for example by comparison with

calculated density  prof iles,   is a topic for investigation  in  its

own right, and in fact such studies are being made on the single

ring DC machine.

When E>(B drifts were created   by   an ext ernally applied electric

field, the plasma flux to the wall was reduced by a further factor

of 5 or more, with.a simultaneous increase in plasma flux to the

immed iate vicinity   of the divertor.       The more rapid removal of plasma

also reduced the density scale length in the scrape-off zone.  These

effects were consistent at low electric fields with the predictions
/

of a simple model using a spatially constant electric field, but

seemed to saturate at highdr electric fields.  As expected, no new in-

stabilities were introduced. Electron cooling caused by the con-

ventional magnetic divertor vanished when the electric field was
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applied.  The ExB divertor, then behaved as anticipated, reducing

plasma flux to the wall with essentially no deleterious effect on

confinement of the main plasma, but with the following reservations.

Two possible limitations of the ExB divertor can be seen here.

First, the tendency· of the ExB drift to "dig a hole" in the density

profile, lowering it most near the wall where it is already lowest,

was predicted in the theoretical model and could evidently be seen

in the measured density profiles; this is probably the reason for

the saturation of its unload'efficiency at large electric fields

mentioned above.  More detailed profile measurements would be re-

quired for complete confirmation.  This effect may or may not be

a drawback, depending on what is desired of the divertor.  Second,

the flow velocity measurements showed that the poloidal component

of flow was enhanced by the ExB drift far away from the divertor

but was not much changed by it near the divertor itself, evidently

due to parallel electric fields.  This could be confirmed if the          -

electric field could be applied in such a way as to avoid a parallel

component, perhaps by biasing  one  of the octupole hoops  as   in  the

fin experimett (although such a thing could not be done in a tokamak).

The parallel electric field also resulted in a large current being

drawn from the plasma, which it would be preferable to avoid.

Other obvious extensions of the poloidal divertor experiments

would be to repeat the measurements presented here with different

plasma parameters, and with the divertor in the triplet configuration,

making  use  of  the  new baf fles behind the divertor hoops.
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It is clear that a major question connected with the ExB divertor
\

is whether the electric field can be applied as desired.  It was pre-

dicted that either a non-zero perpendicular conductivity, or the per-

pendicular dielectric constant in the case of zero perpendicular con-

'              ductivity, leads to the possibility of a perpendicular electric field

whose scale length is that of the density profile rather than the
;I-

Debye length.  This was seen to occur in a supporting experiment

where the electric  f ield was applied by biasing an octupole  hoop .

The conduct ivity   had the spatial dependence for collisions   with

neutral particles, but the magnitude was almost two orders of mag-

nitude larger, ind icating some anomalous process. The diffusion

coefficient appeared to have a different spatial dependence, and

the relationship of the two, and the role of the Einstein relation,

are not completely clear.  Nevertheless, the plasma does sustain an

appreciable electric field, though the details of applying such a

field in a tokamak without drawing prohibitively large currents to

the electrodes may be more difficult.  A detailed study of the per-

pendicular conductivity in the octupole and its relation to the

diffusion coefficient under various plasma conditions, paralleling

the diffusion coefficient studies, would be an interesting basic

plasma physics  proj ect  in  its own right.

+                                                                                       I
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APPENDIX: MAGNETIC COORDINATES AND UNITS

1 2 3
Magnetic coordinates have been described elsewhere ' '  and will

be only briefly summarized here.  It is desired to have three ortho-

gonal coordinates which are oriented in a natural way with respect to

the poloidal magnetic field at every point (see Figure A.1).

+
X I f v x B=O then the poloidal coordinate can be taken as the

magnetic scalar potential X, where

+3= VX (A.1)

This has the property that surfaces of constant X are perpendicular to

B.  If dZ is a small element of length along a poloidal field line then

dX = BdZ (A.2)

f  In an axisymmetric machine it is convenient to take as one

coordinate the angle 0 about the symmetry axis.

1!l     This   is the magnet ic flux coordinate,    such   that   if a point

labeled  by   (9,   8,   X) is rotated about the symmetry  axis, the resulting

circle links a total magnetic flux of 9.  This definition, together

with V   B=0, guarantees that 4 i s constant along a magnetic field         .

line, and thus serves to label the field lines.  It is easy to show

that
.
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| Vi' |   - 27TRB (A.3)

and

4 =
271'RAe

(A.4)

+
Where R is major radius and A is the magnetic vector potential. (An

alternative definition often used is 4 = RA0, giving the mathematically

more pleasing result that VX = 94 x Ve.)

Units of 4.  The MKS units for 4 are, of course, Webers, but it is

4
often convenient to use a normalized unit known as Dory. The defini-

tion generally used on the large octupole is that 10 Dories are equal

to the total flux in the iron transformer core at peak field, and field

lines are then labeled from 0 Dories deep in the hoops to 10 Dories

deep    in   the wall, independent   of the amplitude   of the magnet ic field

pulse, but with a given field line retaining the same label as it moves

5
in and out of the machine during the pulse. The conversion factor to

MKS units is then

72 Webers  Vbank
=    p                       ('                               )(                    )                                               (A.5)Webers Dories 10 Dories 5000 V

where V is the charging voltage of the poloidal field capacitor
bank

bank.  The reader should be aware, however, that other definitions of

the Dory have been used by other authors, including one in which 4 runs

from -5 in the hoops to +5 in the walls, and one in which the total

flux in the core is defined to be 10 Dories at all times.  In the

latter case, the field line labeled by a given numerical value of 4
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..   is not constant with time, though the spatial lgcation of that value of

4 is approximately constant.

Non-zero Bt.  In the presence of a toroidal magnetic field the

magnetic coordinates remain the same.  B, X, and 4 in the equations

above are understood to refer only to the poloidal component of the

magnetic field.

U
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Fig. A.1 - Octupole coordinate systems.

Cylindrical coordinates (R,e,z):  R = major radius,

e = toroidal angle,  z = vertical.

Magnetic coordinates (T,e,X):  9 = poloidal flux,
i-

0 = toroidal ahgle,  X = magnetic scalar potential
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